Alma Mater

New Mexico, New Mexico, we sing to honor thee, this
golden haze of college days will live in memory, this
praise we sing will ever ring with truth and loyalty, New
Mexico, your fame we know will last eternally.

Special thanks to PLANT WORLD
for their generous contribution of large potted plants and greenery.
Guidelines for Graduates and Guests

- **Cooperation Requested:** The audience may not enter the graduate seating or stage areas at any time during the commencement ceremony. Professional photographers will be taking individual pictures of all graduates, so friends and family are asked to remain in their seats, relax, and enjoy the ceremony.

- **Commencement Photographs:** Graduates who signed up on graduation.unm.edu ahead of time will receive a free proof of their photo in the mail five to seven days after the ceremony. For more information, contact Grad Images by visiting gradimages.com or calling (800) 261-2576.

- **Commencement Videos:** A video of the ceremony will be available online at (graduation.unm.edu/video) five to seven days after the ceremony for viewing. The ceremony will be livestreaming at graduation.unm.edu for those unable to be present.

- **Diplomas:** Unless a student has requested that their diploma be held for pick up, the Office of Records and Registration will mail diplomas after final grades have been received and recorded. Expect diplomas to be mailed out 4-6 weeks after the ceremony. If you have questions about your diploma, contact the Office of Records and Registration at (505) 277-8900 or by emailing degrees@unm.edu.

- **First Aid & Lost and Found:** First Aid & Lost and Found are located on the southwest corner of the Arena. After the ceremony, found items will be turned in to the UNM Police Department in Hokona Hall located on main campus.

- **Flowers:** Flowers are available for purchase from the Mortar Board Honor Society table on the east concourse of the arena.

- **Locating your Graduate:** In the program, graduates are listed in alphabetical order under their respective degrees. Refer to the table of contents to find the correct degree section.

  In the seating area, doctoral degree candidates are seated on the right side of the center aisle. Master’s degree candidates are seated on the left side of the center aisle. For Undergraduate degree candidates: Arts and Sciences will be seated on the right side of the center aisle. All other schools and colleges will be seated to the left of the center aisle.

- **Special Needs:** Seating for guests with special needs is available in sections A-G on the east side of the main concourse. There is no seating available on the floor for guests. No exceptions. The stage is equipped with two 14-foot video screens, and signed-language interpreters will be present and visible on the screens.
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Board of Regents

The laws of New Mexico provide for a Board of Regents that is responsible for the governance of the University of New Mexico. The Board’s power to govern the University includes fiduciary responsibility for the assets and programs of the University, establishment of goals and policies to guide the University, and oversight of the functioning of the University.

The board is comprised of seven members who are appointed by the Governor of New Mexico, with the consent of the Senate, for staggered terms of six years. A student regent is appointed for a two-year term. The Governor and the Secretary of Education are designated as ex-officio, non-voting members. The presidents of the Faculty Senate, Staff Council, Associated Students of UNM, Graduate and Professional Student Association, Alumni Association, Parent Association, Retiree Association, and UNM Foundation are non-voting advisors.

The Regents

Robert M. Doughty III, President
Marron Lee, Vice President
Thomas Clifford, Secretary Treasurer
Alex Romero
Lieutenant General Bradley C. Hosmer, USAF (Ret.)
Suzanne Quillen
Garrett Adcock, Student Regent

Regents’ Non-Voting Advisors

Laurie Moye, UNM Foundation Chair
Danelle Callan, Staff Council President
Noah Brooks, Associated Students of UNM President
Alaa Elmaoued, Graduate and Professional Student Association President
Daniel Perea, Parent Association President
Pamela Pyle, Faculty Senate President
Harold Lavender, Alumni Association President
Donna Smith, Retiree Association President
Message from the President

Congratulations, Class of 2017!

On behalf of the entire University of New Mexico community, we are proud to honor your achievements today. We call this celebration a “commencement” because the word means “a beginning or start.” This new beginning signals the end of one path, but it is also the start of lifelong opportunities for adventure and success. Commencement is a tradition that marks the intersection of the past and the future. In New Mexico, we know the value of traditions. Our rich culture is founded on the wisdom that has been handed down from our elders, and is our legacy from all the individuals who have strived to make their way in this rugged, beautiful land. Our traditions keep us connected to the lessons of the past. Our traditions are also the launch pad for our future. Today, as we honor your accomplishments as graduates of the University of New Mexico, we are celebrating your endless possibilities. Great universities foster discovery in every discipline. At UNM, we wish to give our graduates the courage and wisdom to ask challenging questions and the perseverance and skill to discover the answers. As you look ahead, I hope you will apply that spirit of inquiry in all aspects of your life.

In times of uncertainty and turmoil, remember that your education has prepared you to take on the world. I hope you will build on all that our University has given you. You can take knowledge to new heights. You can dare to imagine, then realize your greatest dreams. You can make a better world, a better community, a better family, and a better self through the power of your education. Again, congratulations!

Always remember that you have a home here at the University of New Mexico. You are part of the pack.

Go Lobos!

Chancellor Abdallah
The Commencement Program

Dreamstyle Arena – Friday, December 15, 2017 – Vice Provost for Enrollment and Analytics, Terry Babbitt, Presiding

PERFORMANCE BY THE UNM BRASS CHOIR
The musicians performing today are students from the Department of Music. Conducted by Steven Iliff, Master of Music, Music Education.
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Keynote Address

Faith Ruth Roessel

Faith Roessel is a UNM Law School graduate and lawyer who has had a diverse career in law, policy, government, education, and advocacy focused on persons and communities of color especially families, children, and youth. Her current work focuses on understanding and breaking down stereotypes about American Indians and tribal governments through communication, cross-cultural exchange, and experiential education. Faith’s work identifies local community involvement, ownership, and empowerment as a means toward just and equitable solutions that take all voices into account.

Faith continues to serve in the leadership of several national organizations devoted to advancing opportunities for American Indians and Alaska Natives. She is currently the President of the Board of Directors of the Association on American Indian Affairs, where she also acted as interim executive director; on the board of Americans for Indian Opportunity, located in Albuquerque; and on the Leadership Council of Convergence – Center for Policy Resolution. Within these organizations, Faith aims to engage youth, promote the educational and socio-economic attainment of American Indians and other at-risk communities and, most importantly, create dialogue and understanding as a basis for solving problems.

Inspired by her parents’ pioneering leadership in the fields of American Indian education and self-determination, Faith has spent her legal career advocating on behalf of American Indians before all branches of government. Faith served in the Department of the Interior as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs; as Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior; and chair of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. Prior to entering federal service, under then President Peterson Zah, Faith reestablished and directed the Navajo Nation Washington Office, the primary liaison between the Navajo Nation government and federal legislative and executive branch officials; served as senior staff attorney for the Native American Rights Fund; and worked as a legislative assistant for US Senator Jeff Bingaman (NM ret.). She was appointed to the White House Presidential Advisory Board on Tribal Colleges and Universities. And is a former board member of the Child Welfare League of America and of the American Bar Association’s Commission on Opportunities for Minorities in the Profession.

Throughout her career Faith has sought to connect her professional work to her home community of Round Rock, Arizona on the Navajo Nation, where she and her four siblings were raised by their parents, the late Robert and Ruth Roessel. A decade ago, Faith and her sons created a community service-learning trip to broaden the educational opportunities and experiences for native students in Round Rock and in Arizona and New Mexico and for high school students from the Washington, DC area. In addition, she and her sons organize school supplies and backpack drives for Navajo schools and work with the Round Rock senior center to provide clothing, care packages, and holiday dinners for Navajo elders.

Faith is an enrolled member of the Navajo Nation. She and her husband reside in the Washington DC area and have three sons. All three of Faith’s sons are active in advocacy on behalf of Navajo and other American Indians and tribes and on issues of diversity and inclusion.
Presidential Award of Distinction

Jennifer Rose Denetdale, PhD

As the first-ever Diné/Navajo to earn a Ph.D. in history, Dr. Jennifer Rose Denetdale is a strong advocate for Native peoples and strives to foster academic excellence in the next generation of students interested in Indigenous Studies. Denetdale is an Associate Professor of American Studies at the University of New Mexico and teaches courses in Critical Indigenous Studies, Indigenous gender & sexuality, Indigenous feminisms and gender, and Navajo Studies. Her book, Reclaiming Diné History: The Legacies of Navajo Chief Manuelito and Juanita, was published by the University of Arizona Press in 2007 and has received positive reviews. Her book for young adults, The Long Walk: The Forced Exile of the Navajo, was published by Chelsea House in 2007. Professor Denetdale is the author of numerous essays, articles, and book chapters. She has expertise as a consultant for Native museum exhibits and was an expert witness on behalf of the Navajo Nation. She is the director of UNM’s Institute for American Indian Research (IFAIR) and the chair of the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission. As a commissioner on the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission, she has advocated for Navajo women and the LGBTQI community. She has been recognized for her scholarship and service to her nation and community with several awards, including the Rainbow Naatsiiłid True Colors for her support and advocacy on behalf of the Navajo LGBTQI and the UNM faculty of color award for her teaching, research and service in the academy. In 2013, she was awarded the UNM Sarah Brown Belle award for service to her community. In the spring of 2015, she was recognized for Excellence in Diné Studies by the Navajo Studies Conference, Inc. She is also very proud to have been selected to deliver the inaugural address before the 23rd Navajo Nation Council upon their inauguration in January 2015.

Len Kravitz, PhD

Len Kravitz is the Coordinator of Exercise Science at UNM, where he won Outstanding Teacher of the Year (2003). He has written 300 publications for scientific and professional journals. One of Dr. Kravitz’s greatest personal achievements is his co-authoring of over 55 peer-review publications with different UNM graduate and undergraduate students. He is the author of ‘Anybody’s Guide to Total Fitness’ textbook, which is now in its 11th edition. He recently released his second textbook, ‘The Essentials of Eccentric Exercise.’ Kravitz has an incredible passion for fitness and exercise science education. He has delivered over 1,000 invited national and international presentations at leading fitness conferences in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Brazil, Japan, Thailand, Spain, Portugal, Germany, England, Italy, Taiwan, and Mexico.

Kravitz was the first professional to be awarded the Fitness Instructor of the Year by the prestigious IDEA Health and Fitness Association. He has won the Specialty Presenter of the Year two times and the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Canadian Fitness Professional Association. The American Council on Exercise, a leading fitness organization throughout the world, presented him with the Fitness Educator of the Year Award. And, a major highpoint of Kravitz’s career accomplishments is his recent induction into the National Fitness Hall of Fame.
Robert G. “Reg” Strickland, MD, MACP

Dr. Strickland is a teacher, clinician, researcher and community volunteer. He was born and raised in Adelaide, South Australia, and educated at St. Peters College, Adelaide, and received his MB BS from the University of Adelaide in 1961. He served his residency in Internal Medicine at Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Adelaide, and was a postgraduate Fellow at Stanford University Medical Center from 1966 to 1969. Dr. Strickland received his MD-PhD equivalent from the University of Adelaide in 1971.

In 1972, Dr. Strickland was recruited to the University of New Mexico (UNM) Medical Center as Associate Professor and Founding Chief of Gastroenterology. Over a 15-year period he build the Division into a Nationally prominent unit recognized for its outstanding service, education and research programs. In 1988, Dr. Strickland was appointed Chair of the Department of Medicine. He served in his capacity for 12 years during which the Department doubled the number of faculty, trainees and support staff. He developed a decentralized administrative structure with separate vice chairs and offices for Research, Education, and Clinical Services and refocused the Internal Medicine Clinical Service to respond to the arrival of managed care to the U.S. health care system in the 1990s. By doing so, this greatly expanded the Division of General Medicine. He also established two new divisions in the Department – Geriatrics and Clinical Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine. Dr. Strickland restructured faculty development in the department to foster self-evaluation/portfolio creation, as well as annual performance review. He sustained departmental identity, morale, and camaraderie by restructuring intra-departmental communication and strengthening the departmental calendar with annual events and awards.

Dr. Strickland is known and recognized internationally for research contributions to the field of chronic inflammatory GI diseases in the 1970s and 1980s. He has authored over 140 original peer-reviewed articles and other scholarly contributions to the medical literature.

Dr. Strickland retired from full time faculty status in 2001 and has served as emeritus professor in the GI Division involved in the education of students, residents and fellows to the present day. In partial retirement he has served as Governor NM Chapter, American College of Physicians (ACP) 2003-2007 and President Western Association of Physicians 2001-2002. Dr. Strickland has received numerous awards over his 45-year career at UNM. They include a Laureate award, Centennial Legacy Award, and Lifetime Achievement Award from the American College of Physicians (ACP). In 2009, he was awarded Mastership in the ACP. Community service is important to Dr. Strickland. He is a member of the Board of Directors at St. Martin’s Hope Works since 2011, most recently serving as chair of this non-profit organization.

Vocalist

Mary Brzezinski, Master of Music

Mary Brzezinski, from Windermere, Florida is graduating with a Master of Music in Vocal Performance. She received her Bachelor of Fine Arts from Samford University in Musical theater in 2013 and recently traveled to Germany to sing in a production of Mozart’s The Magic Flute. She will continue pursuing her operatic performance career through auditions and programs both in the United States and abroad.
Faculty Honor Processional

Our faculty have contributed their vast knowledge and expertise to countless others over the years at the University of New Mexico. They have provided a foundation of learning and values central to the realization of many dreams, as well as a source of inspiration and continuity. Those contributions will surely be felt by students and this university for years to come. The entire university community commends all members of our faculty.

ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Rajankumar V Mahto, Associate Professor, Strategic Management and Policy

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Kristin Barker, Associate Professor, Sociology
Rebecca Bixby, Research Lecturer, Biology, Water Resources
Kate Cartwright, Assistant Professor, School of Public Administration
Pamela Cheek, Associate Professor, Foreign Languages & Literatures
Patricia Crown, Distinguished Professor, Anthropology
David Dixon, Lecturer, Economics
David Dunlap, Professor, Physics and Astronomy
Michael Holzscheiter, Adjunct Faculty, Physics & Astronomy
Michelle Kells, Associate Professor, English
Alex Lubin, Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Jill Morford, Professor, Linguistics
Anita Obermeier, Professor, English
Taylor Spence, Post Doctoral Fellow, History
Loa Traxler, Assistant Professor, Museum Studies
Margaret Werner-Washburne, Regents' Professor, Biology
Wirt Wills, Professor, Anthropology

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ricky Allen, Associate Professor, Language, Literacy & Sociocultural Studies
Jan Armstrong, Professor, Individual, Family and Community Education
David Atencio, Associate Professor, Individual, Family and Community Education
John Barnes, Associate Professor, Health, Exercise and Sports Sciences
Lorenda Belone, Assistant Professor, Health, Exercise and Sports Sciences
Allison Borden, Associate Professor, Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy
Sylvia Caledon-Pattichis, Senior Associate Dean
Pisarn Chamcharatsri, Assistant Professor
Terri Flowerday, Professor, Individual, Family and Community Education
Cathy Gutierrez-Gomez, Associate Professor, Individual, Family and Community Education
Martin Jones, Associate Professor
Patrick Lopez, Lecturer, Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy
Ruth Luckasson, Distinguished Professor, Special Education
Holbrook Mahn, Professor, Language, Literacy & Sociocultural Studies
Lunhua Mao, Assistant Professor
Gloria Napper-Owen, Associate Dean
Jay Parkes, Professor, Individual, Family and Community Education
Yen Pham, Assistant Professor, Special Education
Deborah Rifenburg, Dean
Julia Scherba de Valenzuela, Associate Professor, Special Education
Elizabeth Torres Velasquez, Associate Professor, Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy
Trenia Walker, Professor, Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy
Sheri Williams, Assistant Professor, Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Fernando Moreu Alonso, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering
Osman Anderoglu, Assistant Professor, Nuclear Engineering
Jose Cerrato Corrales, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering
Rafael Fierro, Professor, Electrical Computer Engineering
Sang Lee, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Shuang Luan, Associate Professor, Computer Science
Edward Nava, Lecturer, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Svetlana Poroseva, Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Vanessa Valentin, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering
Jianzhong Yang, Research Assistant Professor, Center for Biomedical Engineering

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Kirsten Pai Buick, Professor, Art & Art History
Paula Corbin-Swalin, Faculty, Music
Robin Giebelhausen, Assistant Professor, Music
Raymond Hernandez, Associate Professor, Art & Art History
David Schepps, Associate Professor, Music
Joyce Szabo, Professor Emerita, Art & Art History

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Nora Perrone-Bizzozero, Professor, Neurosciences

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Judy Liesveld, Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

COLLEGE OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES & LEARNING SCIENCES
Robert Grassberger, Assistant Professor Emeritus, Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences
Mary Wise, Assistant Professor
**Graduate Degree Recipients**

The following list is based on information gathered from the Banner database prior to our publication deadline. It has been carefully reviewed, but given the number of names and evolving status of many prospective graduate’s degree status, mistakes and omissions may have occurred. Please accept our assurance that being listed or not listed here has no bearing on a student’s official graduation status.

### Graduate Studies — Julie Coonrod, Dean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTOR OF EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Requirements completed, Summer 2017</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amy J Ballard</strong> — Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: For the Greater Good: A Decade of K-12 Education Philanthropy in New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kimberly J Blea</strong> — Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: And So the Pendulum Swings: Senior Student Affairs Officers Balancing Implementation of Federal Campus Safety Mandates at Small Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stephen Donald Bello</strong> — Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Proposed Method for Measuring the LET of Radiotherapeutic Particle Beams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jennifer G Benson</strong> — Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Understanding Behavioral Health and Treatment Engagement with Former Users of Prenatal Substances: A Strengths-Focused Qualitative Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kathryn Louise Bode</strong> — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Discovering Psychological Components of a Ph.D., the Road to Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Susan Diane Brumbaugh</strong> — Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Anglo and Hispanic Vocal Variation in New Mexican English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colin F Byrne</strong> — Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>William Randall Carleton</strong> — History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ne Mayur Dawson</strong> — Nanoscience &amp; Microsystems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: The Processing and Polarization Reversal Dynamics of Thin Film Poly(vinylidene Fluoride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kelly Nicole Denisson</strong> — Multicultural Teacher and Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Re-thinking Apprenticeship In Art Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew Dosanjh</strong> — Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Improving HPC Communication Library Performance on Modern Architectures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tammi R Duncan</strong> — Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Bacterial Siderophore Production in Caves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regina Stephanie Eddie</strong> — Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: A Socio-Ecological Analysis of Childhood Obesity and School Nutrition Policies and Practices in Select Elementary and Middle Schools on the Navajo Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nicholas W Estes</strong> — American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Our History is the Future: Mni Wiconi and Struggle for Native Liberation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sadia Faiza</strong> — Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Development Of Design Equation For Drilled Shafts In Granular Dense Soil Using Dem Simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nadiezda P Fernandez Oropeza</strong> — Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Development of biomimetic membrane assemblies on microparticles for high-throughput and multiplexable studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roberto Tomas Ollivier</strong> — Language, Literature &amp; Sociocultural Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Albert Thomas Perry — Nanoscience & Microsystems
Engineering
Dissertation: Incorporation of catalytic modalities for forming of a catalytic cascade

India Rael Young — Art History
Dissertation: Cultural imPRINT: A History of Northwest Coast Native and First Nations Prints

A S M Asifur Rahman — Engineering
Dissertation: Characterization and Modeling of Asphalt Concrete for Dynamic Properties and Performances

Priyanka Rawat — Engineering
Dissertation: Next-generation sequencing technologies for real-time genotyping and targeted sequencing for precision medicine

Nathaniel Lukas Redekopp — Spanish & Portuguese
Dissertation: Performing (female) Masculinity In The Early Modern Ibero-atlantic World: An Analysis Of The Mujer Varonil In Gender And Genre

Aaron Joseph Roy — Engineering

Jorge Luis Santamaria Carrera — Engineering
Dissertation: Quantifying The Effect Of Construction Site Factors On Concrete Quality, Costs And Production Rates

Hamide Seidfaraji — Engineering
Dissertation: High Power Microwave Metamaterial Based Passive And Active Devices

Karra H Shimabukuro — English
Dissertation: Devilish Leaders, Demonic Parliament, and Diabolical Rebels: The Political Devil and Nationalistic Rhetoric from Malmsbury to Milton

Denis Albertovich Shlytiev — Mathematics
Dissertation: Nonlinear Waves, Instabilities And Singularities In Plasma And Hydrodynamics

Emma Brooke Lehrer Stein — Art History

Michael James Stocz — Physical Education, Sports and Exercise Sciences
Dissertation: Measuring Accommodation on Facebook between Single-A Minor League Baseball Teams and Facebook Users

Connie Jean Tagmeyer — Counseling
Dissertation: Twice Exceptional College Students Identified as Gifted and Diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Comparative Case Study

Elise Marie Trott — Anthropology
Dissertation: Bodies of Water: Politics, Ethics, and Relationships along New Mexico’s Acuecas

Jackelyn Kelly Van Burum — Linguistics
Dissertation: Cuasi nomas ingles: Prosody at the crossroads of Spanish and English in 20th Century New Mexico

Cirila Estela Vasquez Guzman — Sociology

Jui Jen Wang — Physics
Dissertation: MiniCLEAN Dark Matter Experiment

Guihua Zeng — Chemistry
Dissertation: Construction of Synthetic Signal Pathways in Mammalian Cells Via Induced Protein Proximity

Dominick V Zurlo — Educational Psychology
Dissertation: Effective Training Modalities to Teach the Use of Naloxone Nasal Spray

Requirements completed, Summer 2017

Sadhvikas Jayachandra Addamane — Engineering
Dissertation: Development of epitaxial strategies towards the growth of novel semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) for passively-modelocked optically-pumped Vertical external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs)

Dadhi Ram Adhikari — Economics
Dissertation: Spatial And Temporal Intricacies Of Natural Resource Use: Studies In Water, Forests, And Hydrocarbons

Basim Mohammadaleh M Alamri — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Dissertation: Connecting Genre-Based and Corpus-Driven Approaches in Research Articles: A Comparative Study of Moves and Lexical Bundles in Saudi and International Journals

Godfried Agyeman Asante — Communication
Dissertation: Reproducing The Ghanaian/African Queer Subject: Ideological Tensions and Queer Subjectivities in Post-Colonial Ghana

Daniel R Barto — Psychology
Dissertation: An Investigation of The Neural Components and Saccade Sequences That Enable Direct Navigation Through Virtual Space

Rusmir Bilalic — Engineering
Dissertation: A Novel Application Of Machine Learning Methods To Model Microcontroller Upset Due To Intentional Electromagnetic Interference

Brandon Alan Bridge — Economics
Dissertation: Individual and household-level effects of energy poverty on human development

Joseph D Butner — Engineering
Dissertation: A MULTISCALE MODELING STUDY OF THE MAMMARY GLAND: Using mathematical modeling and computer simulation to study the roles of cell phenotypic dynamics and molecular signaling in the pubertal end bud and postmenopausal DCIS initiation

Cristhian Omar Carrillo — Nanoscience & Microsystems
Engineering
Dissertation: Role of Vapor Phase Processes on the Sintering of Diesel Oxidation Catalysts

Mohamad R Chen — Linguistics
Dissertation: A Longitudinal Cross-Sectional Study on the Acquisition of Navajo Verbs in Children aged 4 Years 7 Months Through 11 Years 2 Months

Tairen Chen — Engineering
Dissertation: A Machine Learning Based Framework for The Load Forecasting And The Optimal Operation of Power System with Distributed Generators

Yingzhe Cheng — Economics
Dissertation: Reactions To Market Failure And Approaches To Reduce Market Failure

Yan Yi Chung — Biology
Dissertation: Plant-microbial interactions are strong determinants of plant population and community dynamics

Daniel S Cozart — History
Dissertation: Afro-peruvian Creoles: A Social And Political History Of Afro-descended Peruvians In An Era Of Nationalism And Scientific Racism

Kaitlyn Creasy — Philosophy
Dissertation: Thinking Differently, Feeling Differently: Nietzsche on nihilism and radical openness

Ann Lora D’Orazio — English
Dissertation: Neither Surrogate Nor Complement: The Long Life of Visual Narratives

Katrina Elizabeth Dillon — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Dissertation: An Ethic of Love: From Modern Critique of Education

Annmarie Lenore Dinallo — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Dissertation: Family Emotional Literacy: A Critical Education Curriculum for Mental Health Promotion

Joseph Henry Dumont — Nanoscience & Microsystems
Engineering
Dissertation: Investigation on the nature of active sites of non-precious metal catalysts for oxygen reduction reaction

Shelece Michelle Easterday — Linguistics
Dissertation: Highly Complex Syllable Structure: A Typological Study of Its Phonological Characteristics and Diachronic Development

Jorge Estrada — Spanish & Portuguese
Dissertation: Masculinidades Peligrosas: Montruosidad, Vampirismo, Canibalismo Y Homosexualidad En La Literatura Mexicana De Los Siglos Xx Y Xxi

Nima Fathi — Engineering
Wubin Gao — Chemistry
Dissertation: An Integrated Bioinformatic/experimental Approach For Discovering Novel Type II Polyketides Encoded In Actinobacterial Genomes

Linda Patricia Gonzalez — Spanish & Portuguese
Dissertation: Chivalry and Religion in Three Spanish Pro-Feminine Treatises: Para probar la virtud cuando la tentacion es resisitida...

Juliette Guemmegne Tayou — Economics

Ghadeh Mostafa Hadi — Engineering
Dissertation: Statistical Topological Approach Using Wave-chaos for Electromagnetic Effects (STUWEE)

Briton Alby Hagan — Physical Education, Sports and Exercise Sciences
Dissertation: Characteristics and Success of Long-Term Contracts in Major League Baseball.

Hossein Hamooni — Computer Science
Dissertation: Distributed Knowledge Discovery for Diverse Data

Brian M Hendrickson — English
Dissertation: Invention, Integration, and Engagement With/In an Engineering Student Organization

Ana Gabriela Hernandez Gonzalez — Spanish & Portuguese
Dissertation: Diversas de Si, Entre El Hol y El Ayer: Rememoria de Tres Iconos Femeninos Espirituales, La Condesa de Malbran, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz y La Falsa Teresa de Jesus

Erin J Hudson — Anthropology
Dissertation: The Past in the Present: Federal Implementation of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act

Enum Jamil — Optical Science & Engineering
Dissertation: Analytical modeling and characterization for avalanche photodiodes

Kelly E Johnson — Physical Education, Sports and Exercise Sciences
Dissertation: A Comparison Of Video Conferencing And In-person Health Coaching Approaches In Combination With Mhealth Devices On Weight Loss, Physical Activity, And Glycemic Control

Sydney K Jones — Biology
Dissertation: Dynamics of Community Composition and Ecological Processes in Mesic and Semi-arid Grasslands

Sadia Afrin Kabir — Engineering
Dissertation: Designing Nanocomposite Materials for Catalyzing Electrochemical Reactions in Anion Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells

Emil A Kadlec — Engineering

Adeline Kornelus — Mathematics
Dissertation: High Order Hermite and Sobolev Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations

Natalie Evangeline Latteri — History

Hyunwoo Lee — Earth & Planetary Sciences
Dissertation: Geochemistry of Volatiles Released By Incipient Continental Rifting and Subduction Processes

Emily Ashton Lilo — Communication
Dissertation: The Choose H2O Challenge #CH2Oose: Piloting a health communication campaign to encourage teens in rural New Mexico to drink more water

Amy Marie Lindstrom — Linguistics
Dissertation: Didn’t see that coming: An analysis of unexpressed subjects in English discourse

Qiuhua Ma — Economics
Dissertation: A Systematic Investigation of the Effects of Wildfire Events and Risks on Property Values

Kristin Lee Marquardt — Biomedical Sciences
Dissertation: Corticostriatal Coordination Disrupted in Behaviorally Inflexible Moderate Prenatal Alcohol Exposed Mice

Elizabeth A McCallion — Psychology
Dissertation: Mindfulness-based stress reduction and transcranial direct current stimulation as an intervention for chronic pain management

Elizabeth McLaughlin — Psychology
Dissertation: Seeking an Operational Definition of Dieting: A Daily Diary Study

Jennifer Lynn McPherson — History
Dissertation: Not Just for Mother’s PTA: Women’s Political Activism in Twentieth-Century America

Jacob Ellwyn Miller — Physics
Dissertation: Measurement-Based Quantum Computation and Symmetry-Protected Topological Order

Amanda J Minnich — Computer Science
Dissertation: Spam, Fraud, and Bot's: Improving the Integrity of Online Data

Margie Montanez — American Studies
Dissertation: Texas-Mexico Border Cultural Production: Etnographic Aesthetics And Modernity in Folklore, Literature, and Film

Gabriela Isela Morales — Communication
Dissertation: “Juntas” A Narrative Analysis on Social Support Among Hispanic/Latina Breast Cancer Survivors

Joseph Paul Morris — Engineering
Dissertation: High Precision Refractive Index Measurement Techniques Applied to the Analysis of Neutron Damage and Effects in CaF2 Crystals

Terry Morris — Multicultural Teacher and Childhood Education
Dissertation: Male Teachers and the Ethic of Care: How Male Primary Teachers Demonstrate Caring

Tony P Nunez — Physical Education, Sports and Exercise Sciences
Dissertation: Responses to Two Weight Training Protocols--One With Integrated High-Intensity Interval Training

Daniel Olufemi — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Dissertation: Digital Technology, Literacies and Identity: Experiences of Historically Marginalized Adolescents

Emmanuel Ortega — Art History
Dissertation: Testimonies Of Violence: Images Of Franciscan Martyrs In The Provinces Of New Spain

Saman Rashidyan — Engineering
Dissertation: Characterization Of Unknown Bridge Foundations

Mohammadamin Rasoulof — Optical Science
Dissertation: Anisotropy and Emission from Air with Laser Filaments

Darren A Raspa — History

Anita Lynne Ray — Biomedical Sciences
Dissertation: MK2 Promotes Colorectal Cancer Development, Invasion, and Growth Through MK2-Downstream Cytokines

Audrey C Rifffenburgh — Communication
Dissertation: Elements of Adoption and Implementation of Health Literacy Initiatives in Healthcare Organizations: A Qualitative Study

Sonia Angelica Rodriguez Hicks — Spanish & Portuguese
Dissertation: Mujeres en movimiento: La representacion femenina en los cuentos de Cristina Pacheco, Nadia Villafuerte y Rosario Sanmiguel

Shannon Marie Rupert — Biology
Dissertation: The Ecology Of Acqueias In The Mora Valley: Patterns, Processes And Place-based Knowledge

Nicholas G Schereth — Physical Education, Sports and Exercise Sciences
Dissertation: Strategic Management in Small Business: An Exploratory Study

Bishnu Prasad Sedai — Mathematics
Dissertation: Trace formulas for perturbations of operators with Hilbert-Schmidt resolvents

Thomas Edward Shumaker — History
Dissertation: Refuge, Resistance, and Rebellion: Humanism and the Middle Way in the French Wars of Religion
Gino Michael Signoracci — Philosophy  
Dissertation: Hegel on Indian Philosophy: Spinozism, Romanticism, Eurocentrism

Najem Nafiz Sirhan — Engineering  

Jedediah Daniel Styrnon — Engineering  

Eric J Turner — Sociology  
Dissertation: Mobilization and Repression in the Occupy Movement

Lauren Bronwyn Wheeler — Earth & Planetary Sciences  
Dissertation: Modeling atmosphere-mountain interactions: Implications for stable isotope-based paleoaltimetry interpretations

Matthew Lee Williams — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences  
Dissertation: Causality: A Comparative Study of a Current Causality Model to that of Synchronized Analysis Model (SAM) in a Rural Elementary School

Julie Williams — English  
Dissertation: Embodying the West: A Literary and Cultural History of Environment, Body, and Belief

Yejia Xu — Optical Sciences  
Dissertation: Spatio-temporally resolved optical laser-induced damage technique by nanosecond laser pulse and characterization of damage initiation in optical films and surfaces

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Hirbob Norouzianpour
Cameron Dee Townsend
Bethany Marie Walker

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Brayra Lara

MASTER OF ARTS

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Osvaldo Humberto Alcala — History
Noah T Allaire — Linguistics
Amal Thugan Hussein
Alomar — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Naomi Ambritz — American Studies
Chelsea Gabriela Anaya — Counseling
Nicole M Baca — Family & Child Studies
Jennifer Rose Billingsley — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Lee Anna Marie Bonnel — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Victoria Bowler — Anthropology
Tracy Agnes Boyer — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Darcy H Brazen — American Studies
Victoria Robillard Bryers — Art Education
Sariah Ruth Bujanda — Educational Leadership
Kyong L Burnett — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Joseph Leonard
Candelaria — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Rachael Kathryn Cassidy — History
Marcus Ryan Castillo — History
Soumyajit Chakraborty — Economics
Alexandra Marie Chase — Elementary Education
Megan Irene Coalson — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Jun Dai — Family & Child Studies
Julia Sophia Diaz — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Lisa Alexandra Dudasik — Special Education
Daisy Lissette Enriquez-Marquez — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Kevin Michael Estes — Economics
Ariana Marie
Feltenberger — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Elise Marie Ferguson — Sociology
Nicole Cassandra
Ferriola — Anthropology
Brittany Anne Galbraith — Family & Child Studies
Dolores Aurora Garcia — Theatre & Dance
Kasandra F Gonzales — Counseling
Ashley Morgan Gushulak — French
Bradley Alan Harberts — Educational Leadership
Phoenix Vanessa
Hathaway — Counseling
Colin Michael Henry — Political Science
Melina A Hickey — Counseling
Christina Marie Higbee — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Rhea M Ienni — Philosophy
Jill Laura James — Special Education
Julie A Jaynes — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Lyla June Johnston — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Elmira Kalhor — Economics
Michelle T Kelton — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Niraj Khatiwada — Economics
Sergio Leanos — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Marla Teresa Lopez
Flores — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Steven Maness — Museum Studies
Elizabeth Whiting Marshall — Museum Studies
Amanda Marie Martinez — Educational Leadership
Mark Andrew Mofran — Family & Child Studies
Mayra Jesus Moncada — Educational Leadership
Yvette M Montoya — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Samantha Ann Moss — Counseling
CI Kieffer Nail — Museum Studies
Leon I Natker — Museum Studies
Nora Kaye Nevera — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Eva Nurwita — Economics
Erica C Olguin — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Kristin Jennifer Padilla — Special Education
Michelle K Radosevich — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Md Atiquur Rahman — Economics
Brett Allen Rimer — Educational Leadership
Sarah Velleslie
Rodriguez — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Stephanie Gurule Smith — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Jeanette Rose Stahn — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Suzanne Stradling — Economics
Tom Ta — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Mireya J Santiago Conn — Family & Child Studies
Kahlil Michael Simpson — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Sarafina Tabrum — Counseling
Heather Kathryn Ver Bruggie — Counseling
Amy Robin Viaipando — Counseling
Michelle A Waldrop — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Martha A Weaver — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Alice T Wehling — History
Kenneth Michael
Wessell — Philosophy
Karen Elizabeth Whatley — Art Education
Irene Larue White — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Danielle Marie Williams — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Courtney Joy Willis — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Tres Elaine Wilson — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Victoria Rose Wood — Elementary Education
Leslie Denisse Woolson — Counseling
Andrea H Zier — Spanish

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Christie Lynn Aveyta — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Brooke Abrams — Political Science
### MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Felicia M Candela
Joshua M Sers

### MASTER OF COMMUNITY & REGIONAL PLANNING

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Marcus Mathew Caldeira
Alicia Sofia Chavez
Dustin Benjamin Chavez-Davis
Jorge Gonzales
Angelia L Grey
Rachel Leah Hassna
Jeffrey Clay Hertz
Derek Daniel Janner

Kiley Nicole Farner — Special Education
Rachel Farrow Gift — English
Barbara Gomez
Aguinaga — Political Science
Samantha Jo Goodrich — History
Sebastian Hubertus Maria Helena Gorissen — Communication
Fatima J Grajeda — Elementary Education
Anjanette Rainelle Griego — English
John Guzman Aguilar — Spanish
David W Hansen — Secondary Education
Mary Beth Harwood — Counseling
Alma A Hernandez — Sociology
Frances Vivian Jones — Linguistics
Gillian Dara Joyce — Sociology
Kimy Elizabeth Kendall — Special Education
Alex S Kerschner — Organization, Information and Learning Sciences
Ivan Diego Knudsen — Spanish
Jacqueline M Kramer — Latin American Studies
Alexis M MacLennan — Sociology

Monica Alejandra Mancillas — Spanish
Susan Lynn Markward — Special Education
Sabrina P Miquet — Elementary Education
Peter Njagi Mwangi — Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
Svetlana Mylnikova — Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
Melissa J Nakai — Elementary Education
Rachel Powell — Elementary Education
Maria Jose Ramos Villagra — Latin American Studies
Till Jakob Schulz — German Studies
Roberta L Tahe — Educational Leadership
Casey Lee Thomas — Elementary Education
Samuel A Torres — Sociology
Timothy Francis Weiss — Spanish
Tamera Leigh Williams Long — Elementary Education
Serdar A Yalkin — Art History

### MASTER OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Vivekananda Reddy Bollam
Jose Luis Cortez Villaro

### MASTER OF ENGINEERING

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Nirit Finkelstein
Abdul Saleem Shaik
Genna M Stape

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Aayush Piyasi

### MASTER OF FINE ARTS

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Fatemeh Bajirimoradi — Art Studio
Rusty Aytton Chapman — Art Studio
Freeman Eugene Ellenberg — Art Studio

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Katelyn Elaine Bladel — Art Studio
Sean Scott Hudson — Art Studio
Paula Hughson — Creative Writing
Ana Nicole June — Creative Writing

Earl Samuel McBride — Art Studio
Krista Ann Pino — Dramatic Writing
Kacie Erin Smith — Art Studio
Jason Curtis Thayer — Creative Writing
Fan Yang — Art Studio

### MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Gabriel Joseph Munoz
Sherwin Kieth Price
Sabrina Katarina Quraishi
Heidi LaJean Smith

### MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

**Candidates for degree, Fall 2017**

Maelon Taylor Saress
### Candidates for degree, Fall 2017

- Mary Elizabeth Brzezinski
- Rodrigo Pessoa de Almeida
- Natasha Leann Puplichhuisen
- Jonathan G Rodriguez

### Requirements completed, Summer 2017

- Lauren Valerie Coons
- Gilson Jose Cornelio Filho
- Heather Chelsea Gering

### Candidates for degree, Fall 2017

- Heathler Lea Abeyta
- Marlene Cheryl Armijo
- Jililia Ann Arthur
- Andrew Walfred Baca-Grant
- Joshua Michael Calder
- John Cannella
- David Allen Dobbs
- Myriam Lynda Doukoure

### Requirements completed, Summer 2017

- Janice A Duran
- Amy L Hawkins
- Carmela Manzari
- Zahira Manzoor
- Christian Mee
- Jennifer Redhouse
- Caroline Marie Salazar
- Brandi C Stone
- Vittoria Rose Totaro
- Maya E Trujillo

### Candidates for degree, Fall 2017

- Patricia Rodriguez Espinosa
- Ryan Anthony Sanchez
- Thais M Schwartz
- Nica Elena Taylor
- Kristyn N Yepa

### Requirements completed, Summer 2017

- Sima S Tubbeh
- Cynthia Vanessa Velarde Zambrano
- Natalie Marie Younger

### Candidates for degree, Fall 2017

- Bharath Kumar Reddy Anandigari — Computer Science Engineering
- Michele Marie Anderson — Civil Engineering Engineering
- Victor H Ayon — Mechanical Engineering
- Thomas A Ball — Nuclear Engineering
- Adriana del Pilar Bautista Medellin — Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Olivia A Bell — Biomedical Engineering
- Erik Anthony Benavidez — Chemical Engineering
- Deborah Rose Boro — Biology
- Dominic Bosomtwi — Optical Science & Engineering
- Brendan W Brady — Civil Engineering
- Lauren N Breitner — Civil Engineering
- Renee F Brown — Biology
- Rachel Consuelo Campos — Speech-Language Pathology
- Gerardo Fabian Cano — Electrical Engineering
- Pooja Charla — Computer Engineering
- Mario Paul Chaves — Electrical Engineering
- Kartik Reddy Chinni — Physics
- Jaime L Crowell — Health Education
- Kenneth DaVico — Optical Science & Engineering
- Christian Denny — Biomedical Engineering
- Matthew T DiMario — Physics
- Andrew J Downs — Computer Engineering
- Abigail Maes Fajardo — Speech-Language Pathology
- David Farrar — Statistics
- Kelli L Feerer — Biology
- Shelby Marit Fellows — Nuclear Engineering
- Alice M Fretz — Biology
- Scott O Gampert — Mechanical Engineering
- Ronald J Garduno — Computer Science
- Andrea Garibay — Dental Hygiene
- Amy R Garner — Civil Engineering
- Trevor Giannini — Mathematics
- Samuel C Greenblatt — Chemical Engineering
- Aaron M Gregio — Electrical Engineering
- Simone-Felice Guambana — Health Education
- Nathan Gene Guay — Electrical Engineering
- Haijin He — Computer Science
- Stephen L Heck — Electrical Engineering
- Christoph Hintz — Electrical Engineering
- Ronald K Howard — Electrical Engineering
- Miriam Irina Hutchinson — Biology
- Jin Imanishi — Mechanical Engineering
- Kerri R Jaurequi Tallman — Speech-Language Pathology
- Aaron Randley Jenkins — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
- Aja Santana Armijo — Speech-Language Pathology
- Sarun Atiganyanun — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
- Kathryn Marie Josefsen — Health Education
- Johnson Jose Kallickal — Electrical Engineering
- Adnan Ibne Khair — Computer Science
- Pouya Khanbolouki — Mechanical Engineering
- Mitchell Henry Kleinschrodt — Physical Education
- Praveen Kumar — Computer Science
- Erin N Lamers — Nutrition
- Miriam Yvonne Maestas — Mechanical Engineering
- Patrick D Mahony — Mechanical Engineering
- Tye D Martin — Biomedical Engineering
- Vannessa Alexandra Martinez — Physical Education
- Carianne Martinez — Computer Science
- Haneen Martinez — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
- William M Miller — Speech-Language Pathology
- Andrew I Milligan — Computer Science
- Mark E Mitchell — Computer Science
- Abu Farzan Mitul — Optical Science & Engineering
- Mary Moretti — Speech-Language Pathology
- Nicholas K Muller — Statistics
- Shanti Kiran Nayak — Chemical Engineering
- Siavash Nikravesh Kazeroni — Civil Engineering
- Camille K Nolasco — Speech-Language Pathology
- Hirbod Norouzianpour — Architecture
- Vance Katsuomi Oas — Biomedical Engineering
- Adrian S Orozco — Physics
- Nicole Alara Ortiz — Physical Education
- Francine M Paceo — Health Education
- Chamsol Park — Mathematics
- Srinjay Paul — Computer Science
- Clay Payne — Chemical Engineering
- Joseph Paz — Biomedical Engineering
- Gregory W Peacock — Mechanical Engineering
- Ryan A S Pike — Chemistry
- Courtney Jean Pruit — Chemical Engineering
- Amir Raeesi Nafchi — Electrical Engineering
- Kaitlyn Johanna Hughes Read — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
- Cynthia Y Reynoso — Speech-Language Pathology
- Morteza Rezaei Talarposhti — Chemical Engineering
- Jette A Roberts — Speech-Language Pathology
- Dominique Cleo Rogers — Physical Education
- Rachel Ann Ross — Speech-Language Pathology
- Kritshka Saravanah — Computer Science
- David A Shubsd — Computer Science
Vikrant Siddenki — Electrical Engineering
Yaser Silani — Optical Science & Engineering
Lisa Annette Simoni — Speech-Language Pathology
Corey Michael Skinner — Nuclear Engineering
Matthew D Smith — Computer Science
Julie Allison Spencer — Biology
Nishant Sreedharan — Computer Science
Isaac Edward Stricklin — Electrical Engineering
Kamal Subedi — Electrical Engineering
Adam Kelly Summers — Electrical Engineering
Ivan B Syed — Civil Engineering
Emily Frances Tabinski — Pharmaceutical Sciences
Anthony Charles Thompson — Electrical Engineering

William J Tolley — Computer Science
Nekoda Van de Werken — Mechanical Engineering
Raviteja Vangara — Chemical Engineering
Taylour Jo Hannah Wall — Speech-Language Pathology
Benjamin Hampton Wallace — Electrical Engineering
Linh Thuy Ward — Mathematics
Hans Henry Weeks — Computer Science
Devon Michael Williams — Physical Education
Vincent M Woods — Electrical Engineering
Alexandra Victoria Yingling — Biomedical Engineering
Elizabeth Grace Young — Speech-Language Pathology
Mahdi Zeraa — Computer Engineering

Guillermo Adrian Mata — Mechanical Engineering
John G Maynard — Electrical Engineering
Josefine D McBryder — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
Kevin Daniel Meaneys — Physics
Jaimie Leigh Meihaus — Dental Hygiene
Matthew M Melton — Chemical Engineering
Lyle A Menk — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
Lloyd J Merino — Physician Assistant Studies
Seth Merkley — Anthropology
Feroz Khan Mohammad — Computer Engineering
Brian T Muniz — Physician Assistant Studies
Meghanath Nakka — Computer Engineering
Peter T Ng — Mechanical Engineering
Tushar Ojha — Computer Engineering
Dylan C Otero — Physician Assistant Studies
Aaron Henry Padilla — Speech-Language Pathology
Vivek Peddinti — Electrical Engineering
Sara M Peck — Nuclear Engineering
Jose Rodriguez Perez — Electrical Engineering
Nolan J Phillips — Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Standing Elk Pinnecooe — Architecture
Bibek Babu Pokharel — Physics
Divya Jyoti Prakash — Nanoscience & Microsystems Engineering
Kanwal Gidwai — Biomedical Sciences
Patrick Rabezanany — Physician Assistant Studies
Aswathy Rajendra Kurup — Electrical Engineering
Arman Rashidi — Optical Science & Engineering
Bhanu Rayini — Computer Engineering
Rosemary Cristina Rodriguez — Physician Assistant Studies
Hooman Rokham — Computer Science
Lariza Rosas-Velasquez — Physician Assistant Studies
Safeeul Bashir Safee — Computer Science
Gabriel Lee Safoold — Electrical Engineering
Vicente A Sanchez — Physician Assistant Studies
Stephen Keith Sanders — Physics
Vineeth Sasidharan — Optical Science & Engineering
Colin Halliday Sillerud — Chemical Engineering
Noah Joseph Bernard Silva — Biology
Mark Edwine Small — Mechanical Engineering
Eric Smith — Biology
Joshua Lynn Stewart — Electrical Engineering
Jimmy Ray Stricklin — Electrical Engineering
Joy Beth Sturm — Physician Assistant Studies
Rina Sylejmanli — Biomedical Engineering
Trisha L Tanaka — Speech-Language Pathology
Romilly Y Tsinnhajinnie — Physician Assistant Studies
Md Nasir Uddin — Chemical Engineering
Zoltan Vaci — Earth & Planetary Sciences
George Wang — Physics
Jacob Robert Wolff — Geography
Guoshun Yang — Computer Science
Bo Yu — Physical Education
Huan Yu — Statistics
Mohammad Reza Zamani Kouhpanji — Electrical Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Requirements completed, Summer 2017

Michelle Kashuba
MASTER OF WATER RESOURCES

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Kathryn Elizabeth Mendoza
Amanda Adhambo Otieno

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Lucas Taylor Sebastian Curry
Juan Carlos Pena-Philippides
William Lazar Tintor

EDUCATION SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Rick Manuel Bustos
Kristina Patricia Komander-Salazar
Cynthia Melanie Krawtchenko
Michelle Renee Lucero
Janet Vigil

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Tarik Zuhier Mohammad Alhmoud — Clinical Translational Science
Amal Thugan Hussein Alomar — Teaching English as a Second Language
Lee Anna Marie Bonnel — Teaching English as a Second Language
Darcy H Brazen — Women Studies
Megan Irene Coalson — Teaching English as a Second Language
Annette Michelle Erivez — Teaching English as a Second Language
Elaine Marie George — Educational Diagnosis
Elizabeth Wylie James — Teaching English as a Second Language
Sergio Leanos — Race & Social Justice
Jose Antonio Lecia Yanguas — Teaching English as a Second Language
Rachel E Levitt — Race & Social Justice
Virginia Sutton Matsko — Educational Diagnosis
Cynthia Kathryn Spencer — Applied Behavior Analysis
Elizabeth Jayne Sugg — Teaching English as a Second Language
Lauren D Thaxton — Clinical Translational Science
Kaltzentil Carmella Tzatzoehtzin — Teaching English as a Second Language
Patricia Jean Wellington — Educational Diagnosis
Irene Larue White — Teaching English as a Second Language

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Saleem Mohamad Al Mawed — Clinical Translational Science
Cherilyn Marie Archuleta — Educational Diagnosis
Chia Ling Chen — Educational Diagnosis
Janneth Veronica Chumana Suquillo — Teaching English as a Second Language
Frances Farrah — Educational Diagnosis
Michelle Renee Gonzales — Teaching English as a Second Language
Donald George Leslie — Teaching English as a Second Language
Svetlana Mylnikova — Teaching English as a Second Language
Erika Meneses Ortega — Educational Diagnosis
Danielle Lyn Parker — Educational Diagnosis
Kanwal Qidwai — Clinical Translational Science
Maria V Romero — Educational Diagnosis
Maxwell T Yost — Educational Diagnosis

POST MASTER'S PROFESSIONAL NURSING CERTIFICATE

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
April E Lopez

POST-DEGREE CERTIFICATE

Candidates for degree, Fall 2017
Shawn Kelley — Historic Preservation & Regionalism
Siavash Nikravesh Kazeroni — Computational Science & Engineering

Requirements completed, Summer 2017
Angelina L Grey — Historic Preservation & Regionalism
Michael Alan Wright — Historic Preservation & Regionalism
Graduate Professional Degree Recipients

The following list is based on information gathered from the Banner database prior to our publication deadline. It has been carefully reviewed, but given the number of names and evolving status of many prospective graduate’s degree status, mistakes and omissions may have occurred. Please accept our assurance that being listed or not listed here has no bearing on a student’s official graduation status.

Anderson School of Management — Shawn Berman, Dean

**MASTER OF ACCOUNTING**

*Degree Candidates Fall 2017*

Cassandra V Abeita
Laura Sue Alscher
Jamaal D W Anderson
Vanessa E Arballo
Natasha R Armijo
Shawna K Bates
Seth Brobbey Boateng
Lauren A Butare
Santiago A Chavez
Christa R Chavez
Domenica Eva Marie Duran-Arias
Jamie Kathryn Haffey
Juhee Kim
Thanasi Peter Lycou
Marcel J Montoya
Christin J Moya
Adam David Napolin
Emily Ann Nicolasen
Kyle Logan Parks
Cassandra Rachelle Peterson
Rebekah Sanchez
Sara Rebecca Sargeant
Kate Marie Shelton
Raisa Tareen
Tahmin Tisha
Xinwei Wang
Corey Paul Willis
Yanfang Yang
Ping Zeng

*Degree Awarded Summer 2017*

Dahab Dajani
Garrick R Harwood
Ryan Christopher Knight
Mark J Ortiz
Bo Ren
Meghanraye Marie Sutton

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

*Degree Candidates Fall 2017*

Mohammad Saleh R Alazzam
Melissa Jean Baker
Marla A Baldonado
Andrew Jason Bundy
Savana Jean Carollo
Juvenal Castillo
Jaime Cervantes
Julia Rose Chacon
Miguel Cortazarria Napal
William Evan Dubyk
Chip James Dupre
Matthew C Evans
Samier Reshad Farmer
Robert Thomas Foxx
Daniel Galvis
Alicia Marie Garcia
Christian Armando Garza
Amaris Estelle Gutierrez
Christie Liliana Herrera
Roman C Hoogerhuis
Mica Ann Hilario Isidro
Stacie Louise Jackson
Amelia ML Linde
Arthur D Lopez
Jamie Luu
Jennifer M Macgregor
Michael Christopher Makofske
David Christopher Marquez
Sarah A McPhee
James Anthony Medina
Jessica Ceri Moore
Namrata Nepal
Jenny Nguyen
Jesus Daniel Ortega
Kaylynn L Ortiz
Chloe P Polanco
Chelsea Q Redmond
Patrick M Reser
Marcos Rey Romero
Stephanie P Saladen
Seth A Scott
Christopher Segura
Raghad Riadh Seleem
Vatsal Manish Shah
Arielle C Stone
Casey Robert Smith
Brandon S Thomas
Ronald W Van Sant
Taniesha D Vanover
Angella Welcome
Alexandra R Wester
Justin Dallas White
Tyler J Wolf
Karina Zubiate

*Degree Awarded Summer 2017*

Richard Lee Anderson
Kenneth Mukunda Anderson
Leigh M Arnett
Nelly Elizabeth Aylon
Raymond Anthony Baca
Christopher Andrew Bradley
Shelby Logan Brown
Robert C Burke
Brittany Ann Butler
Robert Eric Castillo
Mario A Cervantes
Keith Collins
Kyle Wayne Cupus
Janet H Delgado
Robert Scott Elder
Ethan Daniel Fairley
James Allyn Field
Anpao Duta Flying Earth
Paul A Hanz
Gabriel Clarence Herrera
Michael Iver Hilden
Dustin Matthew Holmberg
Monroe Michael Keedo
Fernando Leanos
Ann Nguyen Liem
Susan Camille Lund
Erica Ivy Medina
John Paul Montoya
Wayne Mooosman
Connor M Morrison
Gloria Maurita Muniz-Chavarria
Matthew D Nixon
John P O’Rourke
Andrea Louise Ochoa
Kavita N Patel
Nikhil Patel
Michael Dennis Pelock
Audrey R Pineda
Thomas H Piper
James A Pizzo
Robert Estrada Rodriguez
Santiago Sanchez
Justin Blake Schroer
Kacie Lynn Schultz
Kimball S Sekaquaptewa
Anju Shah
Zachary Bertram Thompson
Clair M Toledo
Emily S Villegas
Melissa Wauneka
Kathleen Boyles Woodward
Christopher T Wyne
Ahmet Zeytun
# POST-MASTER’S CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**
Kayla Marie Smith

# MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS & ASSURANCE

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**
- Ian C Collins
- Nathaniel S Jarvis
- Thurmond Jones
- Liang Ming
- Jason Khoa Pham

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**
- Keith Merle Swalin
- Botong Xue

# College of Pharmacy — Donald Godwin, Dean

## DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**
David Paul Martin

# School of Law — Alfred Mathewson and Sergio Pareja, Co-Deans

## JURIS DOCTOR

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**
- Sarah Jenelle Bauer
- Deshawndra B Chaparro
- Jesse D Clifton
- Samuel C DeFilippo
- Reyes A Delacruz
- Alexandra E Dell
- Alexis Shannez Dudelczyk
- Shonnette Raquette Estrada
- Lisa M Giandomenico
- Abeer B Ibrahim
- Gary S Lee
- Veronica Nadine Lewis
- Deian McIvyre
- Leigh Messerer
- Jannette Mondragon
- Christopher J Muldrow
- Carlos Jose Padilla

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**
- Gillian J Sherwood
- Troy Ward

# School of Medicine — Paul B. Roth, Dean

## DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**
- Julie Colette Culkin
- Benjamin Robert Johnson
- Sarah Ruth Johnson
- Ingrid E Lindquist
- Gina M Stroud

## MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**
- Aubrey Elena Alexander
- Khizer A Ashraf
- Jeff Richard Bazanele
- Joshua David Bradford
- Wriley J Burnett
- Julie Ann Diaz
- Elisa Joy Dry
- Chardae S Durden
- Joseph William Flores
- Cara Mia Heckler
- Bebe Makena
- Katherine Michalske
- Margarita Ortega Y Gomez
- Jessica Lea Surrook
- Sarah Ann Sutherlin
- Amber L Tracy
- Carmelita Q Trujillo
- Heather Patricia Turner
- Cassandra Angeline Valdez
- Michael Rene Veilleux
- Erika V Velasco

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**
- Terrena Grace Vigil Brady
- Paula M Walker
- Rose M White
- Shelby R Wier
- Tracy S Wilkey
- Alyssa Lauren Williams
- Melanye Anne Yacos
- Ramona P Yazzie
Bachelor's Degree Recipients

The following list is based on information gathered from the Banner database prior to our publication deadline. It has been carefully reviewed, but given the number of names and evolving status of many prospective graduate's degree status, mistakes and omissions may have occurred. Please accept our assurance that being listed or not listed here has no bearing on a student's official graduation status.

Anderson School of Management — Shawn Berman, Dean

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Degree Awarded
Summer 2017
Felipe J Aguilera
Jacob Eric Atencio
Jeffrey T Baker
Alexis Barnier
Bobby Frank Bowers
Matthew W Brenner
Sean David Bryant
Gabriel Enrique Camera
Nicholas Jonathan Chavez
William Graydon Clarke
Fernando Davila
Jason Flack
Antonio Christopher Frequez
Marilyn Lucia Georgievski
Andres L Gonzales
Kelsey Raye Goode
Justin Daniel Griego
Francisco Roberto Grine
Jacob E Hill
Leena Imam
Jacob A Jarreau
Cesiah E Juarez
Tyrin Anthony Julius
Ryan S Kapuscinski
Nickolas Heinz Krebbs
Angie Leja Martinez
Stephani Lynn McCoy
Larry Joe Miles
Shelby C Minor
Cesar Abdel Miranda
Hunter Simone Modica
Christian B Montoya
Jose L Mora
Timothy N Muniz
Travis Gary O’Canna
Randy Ray O’Canna
William Quinn Palmer
Trey P Patterson
Casey Kendall Peace
Chad Pedersen
Ernesto Ramirez
Daniel Bryan Robertson
Dylan B Romero
Courtney A Serda
Deyanira Soledad-Aguirre
Breanna N Spurlock
Ceressa Leigh Swickard
Dahlia V Tarango
Irlanda Torres-Solís
Melissa Joy Trujillo-Sisneros
Jonathan Abel Zamora
Jacob D Zentz

Degree Candidates
Fall 2017
Abigail R Acevedo
Tramario Djuan Adams
Alejandro Aguirre
Gino Renato Aguirre
Martinez
Soliman Ibrahim Alharbi
Xavier Anthony
Michelle E Aragon
Jessica Lee Archibeque
Eric Brian Archuleta
Alicia R Armijo
Melodie E Atchison
Alexander Athens
Adam Quinton Averett
Brianna J Avila
Amanda M Baca
Mario A Baldonado
Kassia N Barber
Terence Reed Barela
Jacqueline Baro
Topazio Barron
Sage Coleman Baysinger
Rachel B Beal
Martha A Becerra
Gregory Owen Begay
Tynette Begay
Brittney M Begaye
Ryan S Bennett
Jessica Lynn Berry
Gavin R Bigger
Haimanot G Bihonmegne
Victoria L Black
Silas Blodgett
Melanie K Boone
Madison Boswell
Gisel A Breceda
Baylee E Brown
Benjamin L Buck
Alejandra Bueno
Amanda Burns/Lopez
Juan Campbell
Alfredo A Candia
James J Carter
Melissa L Casaus
Jose Casaus
Samantha K Castillo
Nico R Castilo
Miranda Vanderlie Castillo
Brenda Castillo
Ricardo Castillo
Anna Marie Cesaran
Alexandra Camille Chavez
Karyn L Chavez
Stephanie M Chavez
Marcus Chavez
Priscilla Chavez
Devin Michael Chavez-
Cowles
Denise A Chavira
Anna Cherkasova
Linnea D Cisar
Adrien B Clay
John P Cobb
Lexi K Conklin
Nathan Arthur Cordova
Miguel Angel Cortez
Frederick Emmanuel
Garcia David
Cesar A Davila
Vanessa Davila
Farrah Charnell Davis
Cheyenne Grey Davis
Ella Ione Davis
Lauren Janine Davis
Maria Rita Daw
Halleh M Day
Julia Marie DeBlasie
Dominic A DeHerrera
Montana E Di Greco
Joseph Lee DiVincenzo
Katherine Lee Dickinson
Danielle A Dotson
Jacob Douglas Duran
Erika D Durham
Sarah Melody Zhoni
Edwards
Tim D Epling
Marc Evans
Jonathan Everrett
Dominick Ethan Farris
Samantha Janie Feist
Adam M Fernandez
Justin Fiaui
Keegan R Fisher Ives
Alexandro Gregory
Fleming
Diego J Gabaldon
Judah B Gailour
Wanda L Gallegos
Nicoce Michelle Gallegos
Christina P Gallegos
Raul Garay
Daniel A Garcia
Simon Anthony Garcia
Kristah DeVonne Garcia
Santana J Garcia
Brendan V Garcia
Ashley Francesca Garcia-
Grijalva
Cassidy A Gardner
Casey A Garrison
Muhammad Adeel Gauba
Samuel P Gleade
Garrett C Golbe
Clarissa J Gonzales
Cory S Gray
Joshua C Griego
Kira J Griego
Antoine Lamar Griffin
Casandra Franki Guthrie
Hannah M Gutierrez
Mary Margaret Hagemann
Sam H Hale
Anthony Bryant Harry
Ashley Ann Hawney
Jonathan T Headley
Daniel A Hernandez
Shunji Hirooka
Julia M Hofheinz
Ethan Jon Holguin
Cassie L House
Stefan Joseph Hudgins
Diana Phuong Huynh
David W Hyatt
Abdullah Ahmed Issa
Daniel Allen Jaramillo
Breanna C Jaramillo
Nicole M Jaramillo-
Martinez
Beau C Jarvis
Kristin Hope Joe
Randy Wayne John
Tania Kaye Johnson
Tyler T Johnson
Brian Johnson
Andrews Thomas Kallas
Demetria R Kee
Shadeen M Kesani
Ariana T Kettner
Josh Yves Killman
Baylee Elise Kitter
Nicholas J Kurtz
Jordan Paul Laiche
Corey Leigh Lambert
Ariel A Langford
Bryna N Larkins
Luke Matthew Lawrence
Lauren Clara Lefthand
Miles Anthony Lewis
Rachel Leyba
Colleen Alanna Lino
Sara Reyianne Lloyd
Jessica Loco
Ryan D Logan
Colin Alejandro Lopez
Amber Lopez
Siying Lou
Callen J Lovett
Tanya Ann Luarkie
Marish L Lucero
Desirae Nicole Lucero
Ledonia Rose Lucero
John Lucero
Manuel Lucero
Arthur L Lujan
Gabrielle Reece Maes
Joshua I Maestas
Maria Cristina Mafa
Maldonado
Rebekah Ann Mahape
Jonathan Charles Martin
Emilio E Martinez
Maegon E Martinez
Justin J Martinez
Esmeraldo L Martinez
Joshua Marlo Martinez
Joylynn Martinez
Weston Michael Marton
Ashley V Masters
Lorena Ray McKinley
Joshua Kaleb Glenn
Comber McKown
Alyna D Melton
Yesenia Mendez
Eric C Merrien
Cassandra J Mikolajczak
Jay M Miller
Joshua Alexander
Mizusawa
Leah M Montoya
Melissa M Mota
College of Arts and Sciences — Mark Peceny, Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Degree Awarded
Summer 2017

AMERICAN STUDIES
Kimberly Renee
Mascarenas

ANTHROPOLOGY
Tyler C Tiger

BIOLOGY
Jonathan G Esquibel
Shea McClain
Mayra Perez
Hong T Pham

CHEMISTRY
Alliana Nancy Madrid
Zachary D Smith
Renata Otecia Yazzie

CLASSICAL STUDIES
Pablo C Guiss

COMMUNICATION
Curtisson Badonie
Miranda V Baldwin
Howard Lancing Cramer
Kailey Danac Crouse
Jake Garcia
Adam Patrick Garrity
Jerome Alexander
Gonzales
Eric I Gonzales
Elaine Rhee Gonzales
Scott William Gracey
Paul L Graham
Bisan Hanouneh
Cesar Abdiel Miranda
Gabriel V Ortiz
Andre L Pino
Alice Poley
Helena Clover Santos
Ashtin Joshua Tsosie
Erie Marie Walters
Eileen Alexa Zendejas

CRIMINOLOGY
Deanna Lynn Aragon
Ariana Marie Baca
Jared G Fitch
Ryan R Fitch
John M Head
Claudia L Hernandez-Villarreal
Kari J Meredith
Vanessa Pontaza Perez
Stephanie A Romero

ENGLISH
Christina Mae Baca
Kimberly Rae Johnson
Natalia Krystal Marie Leon
Kahyte G Van Sant

ENGLISH STUDIES
Amanda Cartigiano
Azuza Marie Tallant

FAMILY STUDIES
Kara A Lancot

GEOGRAPHY
Christina Stewart Hoberg

GERMAN
Michaela M Drake

HISTORY
Ethan Johnson Arviso
Nandor Bank
Ryan Matthew Buchholz
Deandre O Joiner
David Piersol
Blake M Sabol

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Alyssa Rose Atias
Jose Luis F Ayala
Savannah Elaine Scott

JOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION
Stephan B Francisco
Tyler R Harrison
Kaitlyn Nicole Hunter
Kristopher S Klarer
Michael Tyler Lephart
Ebeno Jasmine Romero
Emily Lindsey Senteney
Maelene I Soto

LANGUAGES
Sara Martine Casaus
Ayham Maadi
Carol A Ways

LINGUISTICS
Andrew W Lindberg

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Peter J Armijo
Curt M Balok
Varro James Clarke
Chris M Emerson
Sonia Gonzalez Murillo
Isabella Victoria
Jaramillo
Damian A Padilla
Cherlonza Nicole Rabb
Eduardo San Miguel

PSYCHOLOGY
Stephanie Christian
Archuleta
Suleima Astorga Gonzalez
Melanie S Benedetto
Joshua W Brady
Taylor W Brasell
Lyndah Marie Brown
Brian K Callahan
Jerome A Candelaria
Camille L Carpenter
Maredych B Cheromiah
Beatriz Cornejo

Raymond Roy Trajano Van
Otten
Kyle S Vanamburg
Maria Elena Varela-Cabrals
Renee Felicia Villegas
Patricia Carol Wallace
Kaylene Elizabeth Watkins
Mayela G Watson
Harley Marie Westhart
Eliott Nilsson Whitaker
Trevor Quinton Whitmire
Christian D Williams
Moore Keith Wilson
Keith Blake Windham
Marisa Elizabeth Wityak
Charles Timothy Wood
Kelsey Dawn Woodfield
Nichole D Wronen
Marcus Alan Yazzie
Stephen M Yoos

Sean A Cortazar
Geraldine M Cummings
Kimberly L Defazio
Russell Allen Disch
Krystal Dawn Goolsby
Michael Richard Gransee
Kalob Ryan Haynes
Eric Noel Jaquez-Dominguez
Lindsay A Jordan
Margarita A Latpeva
Melissa Suzanne Levison
Hannah Grace Lutgen
Felicia Amber Martinez
Alicia Desiree Maturino
Brandon M McCormick
Emily Clara Jessica McGill
Agatha B Popejoy
Victor Matthew Rodriguez
Antonia Lucia Romero
Alaura D Romero Gallegos
Valerie D Sais
Cristian R Sanchez
Savannah R Viola
Brandon Isaiah
Weatherspoon
Katy Leah Weaver

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Tiffany Ann Bjelke

RUSSIAN
Michaela M Drake

SOCIOLOGY
Keaton Jarret Frieberg
Michael Anthony Green
Skye M Guillot
Amanda M Roybal

SPANISH
Vianey Veleta-Arambula

SPEECH & HEARING SCIENCES
Stacy L Martin
# Degree Candidates
## Fall 2017
### AMERICAN STUDIES
- Gabriela E Guajardo
- Adam V Gutierrez
- Tyler Phillip Johnson
- Sean J McDaniel
- Katrina Lynn Pederson
- Ryan Dominik Romero

### ANTHROPOLOGY
- Aila Namira Binti Azizul
- Bryan L Davis
- Zachary Steven Eagle
- Julleeta Ferrera
- Jamie Fowler-Diaz
- Eden Franz
- Zachary James Gallegos
- Brianna Jo Hrabina
- Nila Sok Judd
- Michael Sean Limmer
- Elizabeth Hope Manyo
- Tonii Lynn Mariano
- Audrina McManus
- Shayla N Prim
- Daniel Martin Rhodes
- Alma Tatiana Solis Vela
- Rachel Renee Sousa
- Amelia Frances Statkus
- Fiona K Thomas
- Steven G Tise
- Jarrad L Watkins
- John Young

### ASIAN STUDIES
- Laura Gray

### BIOCHEMISTRY
- Praneeth R Gudoor
- Jessica M Kimball

### BIOLOGY
- Shane B Benally
- Zachary I Garcia
- Joshua M Giese
- Emanuel P Lucero
- Raul E Mercado
- Sean David Nolan
- Selena C Olivas
- Keanna N Romero
- Nan-Tran Viet Truong
- Cathlyn Willis

### CHEMISTRY
- XueXia Bruton
- Darlene Castillo
- Cheylynne M Chavez
- John Francis Doughty
- James Edward Harbaugh
- Brittny Nicole Hinson
- James P Lasla
- Zachary Alejandro Mancha
- German Martinez
- Tyler L Platero
- Jerrod Marcus Platero
- Nan-Tran Viet Truong
- Rafael A Vigil

### CHICANA CHICANO STUDIES: ONL
- Tiffany Elizabeth Nofield
- Bracamontes
- Leonor Martinez-Lucero

### CHICANA AND CHICANO STUDIES
- Eric G Delorme
- Sara Maria Eiker
- Monique Marie Hardy
- Amanda Chrystal Martinez
- Itzel D Perez

### CLASSICAL STUDIES
- Joseph Lawrence Day
- Jordan Riley Quinnin
- Melissa Angel Valenzuela

### COMMUNICATION
- Keaton O Alley
- Dede M Austin
- Rachael M Borek
- Christopher Nicholas
- Boren
- Tiana Mercedes Chavez
- Cara G Depauli
- Matthew R Dorsey
- Joelie L Duplissis
- Amanda C Espinoza
- Olivia H Faust
- Alexandria E Feeback
- Anthony J Ford
- Krissy Cordella Fortner
- DelSheree Gladden
- David Javier Gold
- Benjamin Joel Hobbs
- Cynthia L Hussey
- Zhan E Ives
- Lamar Jordan
- Ashley Renee Kinsel
- Ty Abel Knight
- Austin Jett Lopez
- Raymond Joseph Lopez
- Devon Zoe Lopez
- Veronica J McDermott
- Elisa Maria McLeinan
- Paloma Paz Mexika
- Tessa M Nickerson
- Tyler C Nunn
- Alexander Jenkins O’Connor
- Ariana Olivares Moorman
- Lexus Quesada
- Claire Janelle Quintana
- Mikeal Tyree Robinson
- Meranda A Romero
- Katherine Danielle Romero
- Janae M Scanlon
- Juan Carlos Sosa
- Michaela Starr Swift
- Kaydra Renee-Lynne
- Townsend
- Roland J Trujillo
- Erinmarie Wester
- Jessica Alexandra Ypez
- Moscoso

### CRIMINOLOGY
- Aimee Aguilera
- Cody Jonathan Aragon
- Rafael Aragon
- Adrian Arambula-Dominguez
- Lauren A Armijo
- Tyler Begay
- Veronica K Carrion
- Joshua R Chavez
- Sherre K Chevalier
- Joshua Michael Chiwiwi
- Adrianna Cole
- Alicia M Colon
- Samuel C Davis
- Sabrina C Delamarre
- Faafetaiotaolaofa Fustitele
- Fano
- Falisha M Flores
- Cassandra M Garcia
- Alexander B Gard
- Sheray Celaide Garofalo
- Angela S Gonzales
- Trinton T Gonzales
- Izel Gonzalez
- Alexis M Hagen
- Luis Hernandez
- Daniel Paul Herrera
- Audrey N Hill
- Pierce McAlister Hoyer
- Monica V Jamison
- Jennifer L Jones
- Luke C Languit
- Matthew J Larreguei
- Kendra K Lente
- Michael A Levison
- Nicolas A Lopez
- Andrew M Lopez
- Melissa A Lowe
- Andoquinio R Lucero
- Camila Pilar Marsh
- John Paul Mendoza
- Rosio Mendoza Guzman
- Jaelyn A Narvaez
- Flor I Navarro Alvarez
- Phung T Nguyen
- Mariah B Ortiz
- Pavi Elle Jessica Padilla
- Eric Anibal Ponce
- Maria M Pulido
- Teresa Rodriguez
- Angelique J Romo
- Kelli Marie Roth
- Diana P Sanchez
- Gilberto M Santillanes
- Brian R Schofenfelder
- Bradley D Schritter
- Sarah M Spain
- Dominic Ray Szabo
- Fatima Kanez Tahir
- Nicholas A Thrommorton
- Hayley Rae Tvede
- Kylie A Ulibarri
- Dorsett M Valdez
- Daniel B Vazquez
- Rylan James Vega
- Christopher Tarell White
- Kellie N Whitehouse
- Beau K Wright Brown

### EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES
- Samantha Noel Juanch
- Christopher Luis Santiago
- Daniel C Spradley

### ECONOMICS
- Jeffery Lynn Barkley
- Atumoa Ihembwa Ezech
- Seth Gabriel Gillen
- Michael R Guarino
- Sheldon W Hall
- Matthew Alan Helm
- Samriti Jain
- Wen Hui Lee
- Diana D Muniz
- Thomas D Navarrette
- Heather Glenn Rooke
- Amanda R Shaum
- Nathan E Webb
- Justin Thomas Welby

### ENGLISH
- Malcolm D Benally
- Juliet Ariana Happe Dillard
- Darrien L Green
- Kristin R Russell
- Chloe M Sneey
- Jenifer E Wheelees

### ENGLISH STUDIES
- Victoria S Alexander
- Emily Ayers
- Dillon Elizabeth Barnes
- Jennifer M Bedard
- Bayan Blazer
- Emily Sutton Carrico
- Devin S Chavez
- Dylan Reed Conradson
- William Ricardo
- Dauphinais
- Anthony Nicholas De Santis
- Tatianna P Duran
- Codi Leigh Fillmore
- Catherine Angelina Garcia
- Mary E Graves
- Marina Christian Herrera
- Alexandra N Iri
- Julian Jimenez Arellano
- Shelby L Jones
- Victor E Martinez
- Jessica Taylor McCoy
- Eric S Mitchell
- Kristina M Montano
- Ben Montoya
- Brianna Rose Nimmich
- Brian T Ortiz
- Cynthia Padilla Morales
- Shelby D Paul
- Dimitra E Schreiber
- Jonathan David Sisneros
- Samantha Jo Snyder
- Anne Katrina Stone
- Renee A Tucker
- Chelsey Lynn Venaglia
- Bryce A Wynn
- Sherica Nora Yazzie

### ENGLISH-PHILOSOPHY
- Jorga A Alvare
- Jesse Allen Hendricks
- Lukus Jerome
- Rattanapote-Malaney
- Gina A Welde

### FAMILY STUDIES
- Brittany Simone Jackson-Brown

### FRENCH
- Fred Charles Lacher

### GEOGRAPHY
- Cristian Villa

### GERMAN
- Aron H Kruchocki
- Nathan E Webb

### HISTORY
- Gabriel Frank Abeyta
- Robert B Collins
- Kevin A Erick
- Robert Douglass Esquibel
- Eric B Faull
- Ashley Mercedes Flores
- James Vincent Gleason
- Dominic E Gonzalez
- Tayler D Hammack
- Anthony Yezoff Herrera
- Vanessa D Hidalgo
- Dylan B Martin
- Macielle M Martinez
- Paul Douglas McNaul
- Victoria M Miera
- Jibreel A Muhammad
- Alex William Nocella
- Steven Ruiz
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Degree Awarded
Summer 2017

ANTHROPOLOGY
Kimberly Allen
Samantha Merrill Miller

BIOCHEMISTRY
Brad P Beckmann
Danielle R De Jonckheere

BIOLOGY
Miranda V Baldwin
Daniel W Ceman
Lorena T Chavira
Sarah Megan Dozal
Vergara
Hanna K Galewaler
Jessica Garcia
Vanessa Garcia
Myriah Haggard
Adam Michael Jenkins
Lilla F Orban
Bethany A Roble
Raina Sfeir
Jennifer N Vasquez
Matthew C Winter

EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES
Joseph C Jaffa-Martinez
David C Morin
Megan Dain Mouser
Luke Thomas Seelau
Hanna Maria Whitefield

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Phillip P Heinstein

GEOGRAPHY
Byron K Andrew

MATHEMATICS
Arelly Miramontes

PSYCHOLOGY
Rachel F Barthell
Alix Dakotah Craw
Mabel Rose Downes
Nikolaj A Hansen
Phonesay Tai Maharath
Lilla F Orban
Mayra Perez
Tommie R Quinn
Bradley M Robert
Daniel M Romero
Raina Sfeir
Christine Damiana Shover
Pamela Diane Traylor

SIGNED LANGUAGE INTERPRETING
Samantha Renee Montoya

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

ANTHROPOLOGY
John Allen Bransby
Shannon K David
Samantha Griego
Stacey Anne Ledesma
Gumisad
Nathan T Hall
Joshua C Humiston
Peter C Keith
Kaleigh A Lopez

Katherine M Ortiz
Chloe Elise Ryan
Simone Nicole de Vallee
Eckhardt

ASTROPHYSICS
Chris E Gallagher
Sean E Herman
Joshua Ryan Johnson
Garrett James Snyder
Daniel R Sprinkle

BIOCHEMISTRY
Forest O Anderson
Kevin Cameron Bao
Kyle Hedley Christensen
Abdulrahman A Dadoue
Hannah Anne Ebbets
Lisa Marie Hoard
Bryana Reese Kenne
Craig Joseph Martin
Patrick Theodore
McAninch
Eddie Molina
Andrew Tuan Nguyen
Sydney N Rubin
Jihyeon Ryu
Floyd David Silva
Lauren G Taglioferrero Epler

BIOLOGY
Anna Harkness Acton
Kaylee F Aguilar
Nathan J Allison
Carlos Julissa Amador
Devaraj Aran
Martha Sabrina Archila
Adeleene M Armenta
Stephanie J Babington
Sareena Annette Baca
Imani N Bardel
Ellen Kyle Becenti
Jessica Belmares Ortega
Taylor R Betzen
Brisa Idalia Bustamante
Erin Nicole Chavez
Kyle Hedley Christensen
Chantel C Clark
Dylan Reed Conradson
Jennifer Lynn Cooksey
Kirtpatrick Isaac Curley
Katrina M Derieg
Marissa Jamilee Diaz
Kristen Elise Dimmier
Alyssa Eres
John Elliott Ford
Tsal Marie Logan Ford
Elisa Marie Gagliano
Gabrielle Consuelo
Gallegos
Nadia Nicole Garcia
Jonathan D Garofalo
Christopher P Graham
Hailey Marie Griego
Zachary Jaye Gruberman
Praneeth R Gudurman
Darcy M Halloran
Paige E Handley
Jessica Marie Harwood
Taylor Marie Henderson
Rebecca L Hohnfeldt
Ryan T Holiday
Aidan C Houlihan
Oscar Andres Huamani
Jimenez
Emily C Hudson
Taylor R Jennings
Rachael Esther Joyce
Stephen Jurgensen

Christian S Kassiech
Micah M Katzer
Levi Louis Kemper-Chavez
Haley Ann Kohn
Phoenix Haley Leon
Mikayla Clarice Liston
Mireya L Lomeli
Patrice Michelle Lopez
Lorena Lopez Vargas
Andrew A Maldonado
Melissa C Mann
Sandre Ann Marshall
Hana S Martin
Kayla Meagan Martinez
Philip Michael Mayhew
Brandon M McCormick
Natalie R Medina
Karissa Grace Melendez
Morvaird M Monsef
Kalenah L Moore
Nichole K Moran
Sarah Youna Park
Fotios Ignatios Patsalis
Sandra Ivett Reyes Saehb
Jessica G Rodriguez
Vanessa M Sena
Kassandra I Serna
Anna K Sharma
Kevin A Slovik
Alicia Marie Snell
Rachel Swanteson-Franz
Lyle I Thomas
Andirhaman Thomas
Marissa R Trujillo
Briana Fernanda Villegas
Ian Drew Villescans
Charles D Vo
Carolyn A Warner
Tynique R Williams

CHEMISTRY
Graham M Chouteau-Lathrop
Nina Christin Marley
Paul Richard Stanley
Orion Staples

EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES
Mercedez J Bileen
Colton P Cravens
Jeremy Todd De Armond
Scott Everett Engwall
Ana Rae Johnson
Garrett L Jorgensen
Anna Lengyel
Alexandra Josephine
Mintrez
Nicholas James Ruiz
Lucius D Toll

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Kasey R Anderson
Natalie E Barka
Shannon R Campbell
Heidi Kristen Goodrich
Analisa Carmella Martinez
Sean T Rogers
Zachary J Romero
Brandon Waters

GEOGRAPHY
Zachary A Boven
Travis McWhorter
Thomas A Owen
Timothy Paul Perez
Maria Gabrielle Romero
Kyle Matthew Wilson
### College of Education — Hector Ochoa, Dean

#### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

**Degree Awarded** Summer 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Jonathan Paul Wolfe</th>
<th>Catherine Marie Wright</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Zachary Daniel Jeffery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Hayley A Aragon-Bell</td>
<td>Benjamin Richard Argant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sareena Annette Baca</td>
<td>Darlene Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Cooksey</td>
<td>Zachary Paul Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roheen Shekhar</td>
<td>Deshpande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audrey Jane Dominguez-Hawley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Health Education  | Sigourney M Estrada  |
|                   | Jillian E Frye       |
|                   | Gabrielle Consuelo   |
|                   | Gallegos              |
|                   | Joshua M Giese       |
|                   | Elisa C Gonzales      |
|                   | Kelvin Christopher Kemper |
|                   | Bryana Reese Kenne    |
|                   | Haley Ahna Kohn       |
|                   | Lyle Sebastien Leonen |
|                   | Bianca Michelle Luna  |
|                   | Patricia A Lyke       |
|                   | Olivia Ana Martinez   |
|                   | Janessa L McMahan     |
|                   | Natalie R Medina      |
|                   | Jared I Miller        |
|                   | Kalenah L Moore       |

| Statistics        | Gabrielle Jade Myers  |
|                   | Adrian Perez-Valenzuela|
|                   | Iris S Risvik         |
|                   | Rachel M Rose         |
|                   | Briahna Frances Scott |
|                   | Cyle J Shoemaker      |
|                   | Alexis Solis         |
|                   | Briana E Spillers     |
|                   | Roy John Tegrian      |
|                   | Kyle J Wall           |
|                   | Briannnon Lynne Winton|
|                   | Christina Zemp        |

| Exercise Science  | Annyal Aylen          |
|                   | Michael J Andazola    |
|                   | Kaitlynn J Craig      |

| Family & Child Studies | Gladis Mariana Mercado |
|                       | Alexandra R Rodriguez |

| HEALTH EDUCATION      | Sara N Balthaser      |
|                       | Hippolyte A Bernard   |
|                       | Brennan Rae Bitton-Foronda |
|                       | Zachary R Blossom    |
|                       | Sean P Carrier       |
|                       | Keely E Dobbs        |
|                       | Daniel Joseph Doughty|
|                       | Carina Faris         |
|                       | John F Gaylor        |
|                       | Aidan C Houlihan     |
|                       | Manuel B Jaramillo   |
|                       | Rodolfo Jauregui     |
|                       | Logan T Jones        |
|                       | Juileann A Lopez     |
|                       | Emilia A Martinez    |
|                       | Adam C Martinez      |
|                       | Caleb G McVey        |
|                       | Xavier A Mendoza     |
|                       | Gabrielle J Opperman |
|                       | Francisco Sanchez Parra |
|                       | Amanda Corinne       |
|                       | Platzbecker          |
|                       | Joseph G Saiz        |
|                       | Danielle J Sanchez   |
|                       | Ashtion K Schoepner  |
|                       | Joshua C Smith       |
|                       | Ellie Regina Spencer |
|                       | Matthew Thomas Stratton |
|                       | Brandon C Thelen     |
|                       | Michael Christian Valeriano |
|                       | Kristal Lynn Vargas  |
|                       | Marteen Norberto Vigil |

| FAMILY & CHILD STUDIES | Amber Shandlin Ballenger |
|                       | Brittany Racheal Bennett|
|                       | Victoria M Berroten    |
|                       | Sophia R Borges        |
|                       | Thomas L Casias       |
|                       | Angelica Renee De La Rosa |
|                       | Belinda Catherine Lucero|
|                       | Serafina Elvira Quintero |
|                       | Ella Katherine Sherrer |
|                       | Rachael I Standard    |

| FAMILY STUDIES        | Alison Lisa De la Conception |
|                       | Michala M Erickson        |
|                       | Zoe A Otero               |

| HEALTH EDUCATION      | Antoinette M Baca        |
|                       | Briania R Kazhe-Dominguez |
|                       | Morgan P O’Roark         |
|                       | Gabriella Quintana       |

| Nutrition/Dietetics   | Steven Patrick Alamillo |
|                       | Anthony F Cordova        |
|                       | Oscar Andres Huamani    |
|                       | Jimenez                  |
|                       | Nicholas Brian McCurdy   |
|                       | Amanda Nicole Rodela    |
|                       | Marisa Armijo Stratton  |

#### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

**Degree Awarded** Summer 2017

| Elementary Education | Andrea Monserrat Enciso |
|                     | Arias                   |
|                     | Sean Michael Patterson  |
|                     | Samantha Faye Vicenti   |

| Special Education   | Lilly A Baca            |
|                     | Jordan M Bobrick        |
|                     | Derek Alan Gray         |
|                     | Bo T Wade               |

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

| Elementary Education | Alexandra Louise Anzaldua |
|                     | Danielle Nicole Armijo   |
|                     | Jasmyn N Baca            |
|                     | Joely Leilani Haruko Baker |
|                     | Tamika Michelle Berezniak |
|                     | Geoffrey C Bierly        |
|                     | Azalial Janeth Caballero |
|                     | Ruiz                     |
|                     | Alexandra Estella Cerna  |
|                     | Arianna M Chavez         |
|                     | Mikaela Cohen            |
|                     | Candice D Cordova        |
|                     | Evan Fred Cordova        |

| Physical Education   | Steven A Guerrera       |
|                     | Cameron Michael Lowrimore |
|                     | James Michael Romero    |
|                     | Allyson B Worrell       |

| Secondary Education  | Jarryd M St John        |

| Special Education    | Marilia Reyes           |
### College of Fine Arts — Kymberly Pinder, Dean

#### BACHELOR OF ARTS

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- Art Education
  - Victoria C. Lett
  - Marcella Diane Ramirez

- Art History
  - Robert M. Jones

- Art Studio
  - Mikayla M. Grego
  - Ian P. McCrystal
  - Victoria I. Sanders

- Media Arts
  - Max Netus Gangstad
  - Tyler Leigh Kennedy

- Music
  - Harold G. Simmons
  - Jonathan Abel Zamora

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

- Art Education
  - Cassandra Jaqua
  - Kelli N. Ortiz

- Art Studio
  - Cheyne C. Bishop
  - Sean E. Cheek
  - Makayla E. Dee
  - Jose Luis Delgado
  - Keanan W. Eskeets
  - Darcie Rae Glanton
  - Cheyenne C. Hewett

- Dance
  - Courtney Daisy McDaniel
  - Andrew W. Morrow
  - Nathan Nathaniel Nez
  - Charley A. Platte
  - Abigail Turner Preston
  - Matthew M. Rogers
  - Jerome Elias Sedillo
  - Samuel E. Sisneros
  - Rianna Jenay Suazo
  - Joseph L. Tran

- Media Arts
  - Sara I. Arana
  - Olivia C. Bair
  - Matthew Ryan Coulombe
  - Savannah V. Huerta-Bailey
  - Alistair Frederick Shaw
  - Sean Simmons
  - Teena A. Toledo
  - Andrew Valdez

- Music
  - Timothy James Drake
  - Courtney Daisy McDaniel
  - August James Packard
  - Jean Ann Petmecky

- Theatre
  - Kaitlyn C. Barlow
  - Virginia Mixtili Benitez-Jones
  - William M. Dole
  - Rachel R. Nelson-Schille

#### BACHELOR OF ARTS FINE ARTS

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- Art Studio
  - Sophia Alicia Beltran

#### BACHELOR OF MUSIC

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- Interdisciplinary Film & Digital Media
  - Joshua J. Demick
  - Mitchell Jordan Irmen

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

- Nicolas A. Chavez
  - Diego Fernado Manrique
  - Suarez
  - Lydia Kathryn Neal

#### BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

- Christopher G. Fleming
  - Joseph A. Mitchell

### College of Nursing — Carolyn Montoya, Dean

#### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- Kaydra L. Algeo
- Michelle Juliet Aragon
- Jeremy A. Atencio
- Jesslyn Austin
- Jocelyn M. Baca
- Caitlin A. Baker
- Melissa Lee Anne Beck
- Krista Jan Begay
- Lakota A. Benally
- Justin R. Bernal
- Hannah C. Bluhm
- Michael C. Brantley
- James Edward Browning
- Kaitlyn T. Buhrlie
- Geraldine Cano
- Cassandra Casul
- Maria Marie Catanal
- Courtney Autumn Chavez
- Zachary Leigh Chota
- Brenna Ann Cobb
- John Edward Colangelo
- Rosa A. Cole
- Lindsey T. Conklin
- Alexandra Leigh Coombs
- Adrian R. Cordova

- Georgiana K. Cox
- Elizabeth Darlene Critelli
- Candace R. Deal
- Katherine L. Delaveaga
- Jordan Michelle Dobler
- Terrianelle Doner
- Dusty Lauren Duffney
- Andrew Edwin Dunn
- Emily Marie Estrada
- Rachel Fang
- Caitlin Elizabeth Fattor
- Cheyenne Jae Feliz
- Paula Schea Freimans
- Raquel M. Gallucci
- Meagan R. Gamlen
- Julia Ann Garcia
- Emma R. Goff
- Megan C. Golightly
- Maria E. Gonzalez
- Victoria M. Graston
- Joanne Elaine Greer
- Durae Dominique
- Gutierrez
- Monica M. Hanieh
- Dianne M. E. Hanley
- Sarah Ashley Hanrahan
- Rachel Hansen
- Ethan J. Harris
- Ye-Won Heitzinger
- Nova A. Hensley
- Kayla J. Holden
- Savannah L. Holloway
- Emily Necole Howerton
- Petra Nicole Hueglin
- Erin R. Hulme
- Wellington Judson Humes
- Ceanne T. Jacques
- Christina Noelle Johnson
- Kaylen E. Jones
- Samantha R. Kitch
- Valerie Faye Lewis
- Kali E. Lofish
- Adelyn Joan Lujan
- Katlin Magi
- Grevelyn Jessah Nisnisan
- Mantohac
- Joel Brandon Mayes
- Daniel L. McCurdy
- Natalie B. Mirabal Levesque
- Dylan R. Montoya
- Danielle Ann Morris
- Mahri Clare Morrow
- Cari Lynne Nacki
- Tia Sharee Nadler
- Dylan Kate O’Connor
- Stephanie Elise O’Toole
- Brianna Renee Perea
- Tawny L Pierce
- Katerna Brianna Rael
- Kacee Jo Ramos
- Lainie Elizabeth Reed
- Ashley Nicole Richards

- Hannah Jasmin Riker-Urrutia
- Tatjana N. Rivera
- Julia Ann Roesberg
- Claudia Liboria Rosales
- Kristin Sakadas
- Amanda Rosabel Salazar
- Jennifer Candelaria
- Sanisya
- Jane E. Sheraden
- Courtney Nicole Sherman
- Elliott S. Shiver
- Pamela L. Sisneros
- Caley B. Skroch
- Elizabeth Maris Spangler
- Poiette N. Sprague
- Jordan Ashley Tafoya
- Emily S. Tafoya
- Allyssa Joan Tedder
- Nichole M. Tener
- Haley R. Templeton
- Anysa Price Thomas
- Ian Alexander Todd
- Tony Michelle Troutman
- Cheyenne M. Trujillo
- James Anthony Underhill
- Stephanie Marie Vasquez
- Devin Alan Warner
- Tammi Watts
- Tamra Lynn Weems
- Elizabeth Anne Werling
School of Architecture and Planning — Geraldine Forbes Isais, Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Andres Alfonso Florentino
Alexandre Magno Gomes de Abreu

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Andrew S Archibeque
Samantha M Broussard
Tania Cristina Nevarez
Calderon
Tasha Jessica Preston
Jacquelyn Brooky Valerio

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & DESIGN

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Karen Lee Distefano
Bridget Ann Llanes
Denisha A Sanchez

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Christopher G Benson
James Gabriel Flores
Kathleen K Ondorff
Chloe Rae Podkonjak

School of Engineering — Christos Christodoulou, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Brittany N Antonczak
Sarah M Grado
Jacob Michael Lowrey

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Martha Diana Baltazar
Jason Beaulieu
Samuel Houston Boyce
Joseph Lee Brown
Anthony J Caprioglio
Alexis Maria Corning
Padilla
Jessica C Doyle
Adrian R Salazar
Joseph Anthony Sing
Chase E Stearnes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Ayham Maadi
Shabab Saad

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Justin Andrew Briones
Brian Leiter
Guadalupe Lopez-Cazares
Estefan J Martinez
Jacob P Montoya
Marcus A Tenorio

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Stetson Marshall Chandler
Tyler Ronal Samp
Jeffrey S Slopek
Eliott Patrick Sondheim
Kevin Carl Yrene

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Ursula M Amezcu
Sayf Ben Fraj

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Dimitri Andreyevich
Devon J Castro
Naveed D Jafari
Christopher Otero
Lucas Poloni Cordeiro
Jonathan M Pound-
Espericueta
Daniel Benjamin Reass
Edwin Clair Steimling
Derek Walter Swain
Bryan M Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Corey Michael Babcock
George Elie Boujaoude
Timothy F Chavez
John A Clark
Nathaniel Kade Gonzales
Erik Granger
Elijah L Griffo-Black
Keira Elizabeth Haskins
James Holland
Matthew James
McChesney
Katrina M Mosimann

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
Logan J Aragon
Lehman R Barr
Brendan P Behm
Aaron Alonso Bolivar
Zacharie T Brenden
Justin R Brooks
Hans Christian
Brummerstedt
Shamso Olive Chirenda
Goliath Marie Davis
Brian J Eaton
Andrea Exil
Michael Alfonso Gallegos
Cameron Collier Gillen
Nicole S Graham
Rallin M Harris
Arvin Daniel Johnson
Chase Kayser
William Justin Keys
Andrez M Leyva
Thomas A Liparoto
Jaylene Martinez
Candace Camille Moore
Zachary R Moss
Phuong-Yen Thuy Ngo
Elliott A Pelfrey
Alfonso Christopher Ponce
James Michael Romero
Skyler M Sherman
Aaron M Solano
Jonathan Andrew Ungaro
Zachary M Wedgeworth
Nathan R Wemple
Sean P Willey
Erika Nicole Yegerlehner
Anthony J Zarrella

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
David B Weitzel
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

Emergency Medical Services
Jacob Tyler Haynes

Radiologic Sciences
Krystal Desiree Gutierrez
Jennifer Ledezma
Dominguez
Angelica Rios
Richard Serrano

Sigrud Marie Spesock
Theresa Talley

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

Emergency Medical Services
Sara N Cooper
Matt R Hickey
Daniel P Juarez
Audra Marie Rees

Radiologic Sciences
David A Adame
Bruce T Atkinson
Gerald Encinas

Victoria L Garcia
Kayla R Gonzalez
Celeste Marie Irwin
Annette Maxine Martinez
Colleen Pawley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Marisa L Calhoun
Jessy D Chacon
Hira F Choudhry
Claudia R Delara

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
April L Chee
Chelsea Ann Jones
Candace Marion Livingston
Samantha Jo Pasena
Hallie J Vigil

Bachelor of Liberal Arts

Degree Awarded Summer 2017
David F Anaya
Nicholas Jordan Barrentine
Mariessa Serna Carrasco
Christopher D Charley
Michele Angel
Desgroseilliers
Peggy Clareece Discenza
Hannah Mary Duffy
Anita Christina Enriquez
Joe L Falcon
Steven L Gerencser
Cranston Dejuan Jones
Haydn Perry Jones
Kathleen Marie Kent
Olivia G Lynch
Brooke Nelson
Jeremy Newland
Matthew Lonel Quarells
Cody A Reynolds
Kyle E Rothschiller
Jonah-Nahum Salas

Ewain E Simmons
Harry Jacob Stroik
Gerald Michael Ulom
André D Vigil
Donnie White
Maria Anthony Willis

Degree Candidates Fall 2017
Robert A Ackerman
Kalie R Alley
Lauren N Apodaca
Teresa Delphine Baca
Frances J Bachicha
Jaclyn Noel Bacon Divers
Jessica A Barbone
Tashina J Begay
Sierra Loraine Benegas
Joshua Dylan Bray
Isaiah Khalil Brown
Ludivine Burguieres
Brittney Toon Caldwell
Joyce Diane Calvert
Sandra Lee Caputo
Jasmine L Carpenter
Drita Choy
Elizabeth A Churchill
Daniel J Collier
Joseph-Marti T Custudio
Maurice S Daniels
Amber M Dennison
Aaron M Dinkel
Madalene F Easterbrook
Jennifer L Foucault
Tatiana R Gallegos
Julie A Garcia
Mateo J Garcia
Hannah Lynn Gates
Katrina Marie Gearlds

Shair A Hamboor
Danielle H Hawkess
Erika D Herrera
Garrett Anthony Hughes
Darryl Lloyd Johnson
Tiaa Rose Pangelinan
Johnson
Romell Lucky Jordan
Tristan J Kemm
Ryan Matthew King
Myles Joseph Lacayo
Adrienne M Leyba
Albert E Lopez
Raquel M Lopez
Girard V Maestas
Leroy Adrian Martinez
Myriah Layne Mascarenas
Kenneth W Maxwell
Kelsey E Mayne
Jalen A McGee
Jessica A McMahan
Jordyn T Monahan
Amanda K Montoya
Phillip D Moya
John Ngo
Robert A Ortiz
Nathan E Page
Madeline H Pearson
Yvette Marea Perez
Maranda Rae Perez
Hannah Perry
Isabella E Pilar
Tashina Pinto
Everett M Powell
Tristan Ashley Price
Francesca C Racca
Nicole Peaches Rangel
Rochelle Rex
José Angel Rodriguez

Deandra S Rodriguez
Marissa D Romero
Amilee M Rumlery
Ryan J Santillanes
Patrick Teofilo Segura
Brandon E Sessions
Eva Sever Rus
Tehya Kahila Shea-Minger
Greggory Stanton
Sherwood
Jake Arthur Shockley
Hannah L Simmons
Kathryn Simmons
Caress Michelle Simpson
Morgan Ashley Smith
Eleanor Bernice Smith
Mayalin Y Southern
Steven A Steele
Annmarie R Teresa
Luis Fernando Terrazas
Rory David Thomas
Jynel Brittany Torres
Angelica C Trujillo
Delena Renay Trujillo
Heather Michelle Valois
Dee W Velasco
Johnny Armando Vizcaino
Elizabeth A Waits
Johnny L Williams
John G Zoelzine

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

Radiologic Sciences
Patrice Nicole Martinez

College of University Libraries & Learning Sciences

— Richard Clement, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

Technology & Training
Deborah Louise Mullins

INSTRUCTIONAL TECH & TRAINING
Gabriel D Montoya
Tara Elise Solvian

Technology & Training
Leo Nathaniel Garcia Flores
Alison Bea Murray
James E Rader
Associate’s Degree Recipients

The following list is based on information gathered from the Banner database prior to our publication deadline. It has been carefully reviewed, but given the number of names and evolving status of many prospective graduate’s degree status, mistakes and omissions may have occurred. Please accept our assurance that being listed or not listed here has no bearing on a student’s official graduation status.

UNM-Gallup — James Malm, CEO

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Michael Allan Barraza

LIBERAL ART
Kelly J Bahe
Raquel R Livingston

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

ART STUDIO
Sharmayne A Arviso
Monty T Harper

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Karen Lynn Barboan
Gervana Mariah Begay
Earvin Edward Cadman
Celia Lou Casuse
John Deee Gonzalez
Jurnye Te’rae Money
Ravindra Raj Patel
Jessica Crystal Pino
Jence Lee Singleton
Virginia Ann Smith
Noka Shiloh Spencer
Lynea R Thompson
Amanda Guadalupe Vargas
Markus Santo Watson
Stephanie Yazzie
Tiffany Yazzie

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Jeremy E Cadman
Tanesha Damon
Sheena Lynn Livingston
Kimberly Martin
Cheyenne Danielle Martinez
Kieler Hoskie Mike Tsosie
Lutasha Walley
Terence Charles Willie
Darilyn Amber Yazzie
Philencia Ann Marie Yazzie

EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
Amber Antez
Janna M Bahe
Leinaala L Blood
Marisa Lynn Francisco
Brandi Marie Leekya
Anali Esmeralda Luna
Shanellie Aliisa Tsosie
Shantelle E Tsosie
Shanda Lynn Tsosie
Robyn Rayna Yazzie

HUMAN SERVICES
Tiffany Begay
Darlene Benally
Racine Rose Bitsoi
Verna Jean Thomas
Stevie C Yazzie

LIBERAL ART
Jamesha R Begay
Rodea F Boyd
Myka M Chee
Arileauna M Davis
Carin Nizhon Donnelly
Arrayssa R Fatty
Marty W Kirk
Shaun R Livingston
Zane Munoz
Travis J Raphaelito
Austin T Smith
Cheyenne Tiara Smith
Amanda Ashley Warner
Brian Curtis Yazzie
Harold Roy Yazzie
Tiffany Yazzie

PRE-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Hayden Jess Adams
Tamara Rae Tsosie

PSYCHOLOGY
Callahan J Reeves
Cristian Moreno Sanchez

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Eli Daniel Lopez

DESIGN & DIGITAL MEDIA
Dillon Charles Day

GENERAL STUDIES
Oliver Charleston

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Arlene Bennett
Brittney R Bobelu

COLLISION REPAIR TECHNOLOGY
Jason L Herbert

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Leander Begay
Mark Anthony Betsoi
Adrian Ike Dahoy
Byron James Gutierrez
Kieffer Ken Manuelito
Byron J McCray
Jarrad Stevens
Jamie Richard Tsethlikai

GENERAL STUDIES
Yvette Ivana Cayedito
Felicia LaTasha Joe
Kristian R Lewis
Juakeene Martinez
Shania Anazbah Morris
Tessa Khat Ross
Vaughn Alan Weahkee
Tiffany Yazzie

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Dawny Rose Allison
Desiree Dawes

NURSING
Tertia Jean Bowekaty
Keri Alice Mariano

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Helena Morgan

MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGY
Tyler Rose Castanedo
Allynn Holly Kaskalla
Allison Kate Natewa
Shannon Parker

NURSING
Garrett Ethan Charleston
Christopher Walter Chico
Shavon Elizabeth Conner
Crystal Niochiet Curley
Starla Rae Garcia
Kilee A Kelly
Kelly Ryan Manuelito
Shelby L Nelson
Rachel Denice Prieto
Kristen J Reece
Larissa Lynn Shirley
Janie Corey Shorty
### UNM-Los Alamos — Cynthia Rooney, CEO

#### ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- ART STUDIO
  - Patti Wills

- LIBERAL ART
  - Lauren Elizabeth Johnson

**Pre-Business Administration**

- James S Rodriguez

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

- Dillon Elizabeth Barnes
- Claudia A Chacon
- Robert Francis Daley
- Sarah R Duran
- Aimee L Strain

**Associate of Applied Science**

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- GENERAL STUDIES
  - Dashayne Amber Samuel

- APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES
  - Alexander Orth Rose

- BUSINESS
  - Yiesel Parra

**Robotics**

- Guendalyn Kendra
- Brennan
- Rosemary E Sartor
- Christopher Patrick Solms

**Degree of Science**

- Heath Ryan Davis
  - Pre-Engineering

- PRE-PROF HEALTH SCIENCES
  - Jody Lee Eden

### UNM-Taos — Patrick J. Valdez, CEO

#### Associate of Arts

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- Early Childhood Multicultural Education

- Liberal Art

**Pre-Business Administration**

- Mandy Crystal Alfaro
- Joel C Flory
- Joshua L Martinez
- Gabriel Eric Rovybal

**Associate of Applied Science**

**Degree Awarded Summer 2017**

- General Studies

- Pre Science

- Education

**Degree Candidates Fall 2017**

- June Chavez
- Joel P Martinez
- Beautiful Mountain

**degree candidates fall 2017**

- Environmental Science
  - Eleonora V Yarotski

- Pre-Engineering
  - Alicia R Archuleta
  - So Young Choi

- Pre-Prof Health Sciences
  - Jody Lee Eden
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mark Anthony Baca
Ashley Elizabeth Zamora

EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
Maria Azucena Castillo

LIBERAL ART
Alyssa F Aragon
Stephanie C Castro
Valeria E Cruz-Lanter
Nicole R Gabaldon
Jessie A Gillam
George Winston
Rodriguez
Brandon Dean Toney

STUDIO ART
Makayla Renee Broekstra

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

GAME DESIGN AND SIMULATION
John Dillon
Drew R Sander

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

COMP AIDED DRAFTING & DESIGN
Martin Estrada

DIGITAL MEDIA ARTS
Makayla Renee Broekstra

ASSOCIATE OF INTEGRATIVE STUDIES

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Josefina Ramona Chavez Villa
Christopher Jacob
Mendoza
Brittany A Padilla
Kimberlie A Shofner
Ashley M Torrens

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Shawn T Baca
Taylor A Cruz
Nancy Garcia Santos
Darla B Herrera
Calgary T Maez
Andrea N Moreno
Peggy J Reese
Associate of Science

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

GENERAL SCIENCE
Shay Alicia Jaramillo
Heather Angelica Umberon

MATHEMATICS
Mark Anthony Baca

Degree Candidates Fall 2017

GENERAL SCIENCE
Adrianna Esperanza Aguilar
Shawn T Baca
Joshua Adam Jaramillo
Jefferson Aparecido Rodrigues De Souza

MATHEMATICS
Dustin Hill Dealy
Gabrielle Lucero
Commissions

The Reserve Officer Training Corps, ROTC, commissions officers into the United States Armed Forces to serve the nation in Active, National Guard, or Reserve units. Since World War I, ROTC has produced the majority of our nation’s military leaders. The concept of training and commissioning the military’s junior leaders at colleges and universities across the country has become an integral part of providing our nation’s military with well rounded, educated officers. ROTC students experience a traditional college life while also receiving leadership and military training. UNM is one of the few schools in the nation to have all four military services represented on campus.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Logan Jones

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Rebecca S Cox
Seth G Gillen
Pierce M Hoyer

UNITED STATES NAVY
Sheldon W Hall

Graduate Distinctions

Distinction is awarded to recognize exceptional performance of graduate students who pass the master’s examination, final examination for the master’s thesis, doctoral comprehensive examination, M.F.A. comprehensive examination and/or final examination for the doctoral dissertation. This status is determined at the time of the examination through agreement of the examining committee members, with final approval given by the department chairperson.

Jennifer Benson
Colin Byrne
William Carleton
Noel Dawson
Nicholas Estes
Aram Gragossian
Umme Mannan
Michelle McGeough
Mohsen Nami
Robert Oliver
Roberto Ollivier
India Rael Young
A S M Rahman
Jorge Santamaria Carrera
Denis Silantyev
Connie Tagtmeyer

Elise Trott
Jackelyn Van Buren
Sariah Bujanda
Jun Dai
Brittany Galbraith
Dolores Garcia
Rhea Jenni
Jill James
Lyla Johnston
Elizabeth Marshall
Yvette Montoya
Samantha Moss
Leon Natker
Tom Ta
Heather Ver Brugge
Kenneth Wessell

Victoria Wood
Jonathan Rodriguez
Victor Ayon
Adriana del Pilar Bautista Medellin
Lauren Breitner
Amy Garner
Christoph Hintz
Pouria Khanbolotouki
Erin Lomers
Mary Moretti
Corey Skinner
Nekoda Van de Werken
Taiylour Wall
Kathryn Mendoza

Honors College

Students who have successfully completed requirements in the Honors College, have earned an overall grade-point average of at least 3.2 (4.0 basis), and have been approved for the indicated level of honors by the Honors College.

HONORS COLLEGE MINOR IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
COMPLETED 24 CREDIT HOURS

Kaylee Aguilar
Anna Allison
Nicholas Begay
Taylor Betzen
Shayla Brooks

Emily Carrico
Kyle Christensen
Audrey Dominguez-Hawley
Keegan Fisher-Ives
Nadia Garcia

Isahbo Hawley
Anastasia Marjenhoff
Jacob Montoya
Marissa Mora
Lauren Tagliaferro-Epler

HONORS COLLEGE DESIGNATION IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
COMPLETED 15 CREDIT HOURS

Anna Acton
Anthony Baca
Madison Block
Miranda Buck
Sherre Chevalier
Lexi Conklin
Gabriela Eldredge

Diana Huynh
Paolo Lanucara
Sandra Marshall
Kelsey Mayne
Maurine Morris-Cordova
Rebecca Sherry
Sarah Spain

Jade Stokes
Delaney Tucker
Emma Vaitkus
Ian Villescias
Caitlyn Willis
Honors and Awards

Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate degree recipients who have a minimum scholarship index of 3.5 and who have earned a minimum of 60 hours in residence are awarded Baccalaureate Honors. Designations of cum laude, magna cum laude and summa cum laude are awarded to graduates who have scholarship indexes of 3.5 to 3.74, 3.75 to 3.89, and 3.9 to 4.33 respectively.

Degree Awarded Summer 2017

Corey A Alden, cum laude
Kaydra L Algeo, cum laude
Brittany N Antonczak, magna cum laude
Peter J Armijo, summa cum laude
Jeremy A Atencio, cum laude
Jocelyn M Baca, cum laude
Christina Mae Baca, cum laude
Ariana Marie Baca, magna cum laude
Jeffrey T Baker, cum laude
Alexis Barnier, magna cum laude
Rachel F Barthell, magna cum laude
Brad P Beckmann, cum laude
Melanie S Benedetto, magna cum laude
James Edward Browning, cum laude
Kaitlyn T Buhrie, cum laude
Briania K Callahan, magna cum laude
Gabriel Enrique Camera, magna cum laude
Jerome A Candelaria, magna cum laude
Geraldo Cano, cum laude
Ema G Carabajal, magna cum laude
Sara Martine Casaus, summa cum laude
Cassandra Casul, magna cum laude
Marla Marie Catanach, cum laude
Daniel W Ceman, magna cum laude
Courtney Autumn Champagne, magna cum laude
Lorena T Chavira, magna cum laude
Maredyth B Choromiah, magna cum laude
Brenna Ann Cobb, summa cum laude
Rosa A Cole, cum laude
Lindsey T Conklin, magna cum laude
Alexandra Leigh Coombs, cum laude
Beatrix Cornejo, cum laude
Georgiana K Cox, magna cum laude
Kaitlynn J Craig, cum laude
Danielle R De Jongkheere, cum laude
Michele Angel Desrosseillers, magna cum laude
Karen Lee Distefano, summa cum laude
Jordan Michelle Dobler, cum laude
Dusty Lauren Duffney, cum laude
Chris M Emerson, cum laude
Andrea Monserrat Enciso Arias, cum laude
Anita Christina Enriquez, cum laude
Emily Marie Estrada, magna cum laude
Karyn R Estrada, cum laude
Rachel Fang, summa cum laude
Caitlin Elizabeth Fattor, cumma cum laude
Cheyenne Jae Feltz, magna cum laude
Antonio Christopher Fresquez, summa cum laude
Raquel M Gallucci, summa cum laude
Meagan R Gamlen, summa cum laude
Julia Ann Garcia, magna cum laude
Jake Garcia, magna cum laude
Alexandre Magno Gomes de Abreu, magna cum laude
Andres L Gonzales, cum laude
Elaine Renee Gonzales, cum laude
Krystal Dawn Goolsby, cum laude
Paul L Graham, cum laude
Michael Richard Gransee, magna cum laude
Joanne Elaine Greer, cum laude
Justin Daniel Griego, cum laude
Mikayla M Griego, cum laude
Pablo C Guss, magna cum laude
Ethan J Harris, magna cum laude
Christina Stewart Hoberg, magna cum laude
Savannah L Holloway, summa cum laude
Kimberly Rae Johnson, magna cum laude
Kaylen E Jones, magna cum laude
Robert M Jones, magna cum laude
Haydn Perry Jones, cum laude
Lindsay A Jordan, magna cum laude
Katreena K Kirkland, magna cum laude
Samantha R Kitch, magna cum laude
Bonnie Klamm, summa cum laude
Tiffanie Elaine LaMonte, magna cum laude
Kara A Lanctot, summa cum laude
Jennifer Ledezma Dominguez, summa cum laude
Bridget Ann Llanes, summa cum laude
Tyler A Longley, cum laude
Adelyn Joan Lujan, cum laude
Aymah Maadi, summa cum laude
Grevelyn Jessah Nisnisan Mantohac, magna cum laude
Stephani Lynn McCoy, cum laude
Daniel L McCurdy, cum laude
Emily Clara Jessica McGill, magna cum laude
Cesar Abdiel Miranda, cum laude
Samantha Renee Montoya, cum laude
Tess D Moraga, cum laude
David C Morin, cum laude
Tia Sharee Nadler, cum laude
Dylann Kate O’Connor, magna cum laude
Stephanie Elise O’Toole, cum laude
Lila F Orban, summa cum laude
Hailey V Patrick, cum laude
Trey P Patterson, cum laude
David Pierson, magna cum laude
Katerina Brianna Rael, magna cum laude
Marcella Diane Ramirez, magna cum laude
Kacee Jo Ramos, cum laude
Lainie Elizabeth Reed, magna cum laude
Hannah Jasmin Riker-Urrutia, cum laude
Tatjana N Rivera, cum laude
Bradley M Robert, magna cum laude
James Andres Romero, cum laude
Dylan B Romero, cum laude
Shabab Saad, cum laude
Cristian R Sanchez, magna cum laude
Savannah Elaine Scott, cum laude
Jane E Sheraden, cum laude
Courtney Nichole Sherman, cum laude
Matthew J Silva, cum laude
Ryan Michael Sims, cum laude
Caley B Skrok, summa cum laude
Elizabeth Maris Spangler, cum laude
Pioette N Sprague, magna cum laude
Emily S Sato, cumma cum laude
Allyssa Joan Tedder, summa cum laude
Nichole M Temer, cumma cum laude
Cheyenne M Trujillo, cum laude
James Anthony Underhill, cum laude
Stephanie Marie Vasquez, cum laude
Vianey Veleta-Arambula, cum laude
Bo T Wade, magna cum laude
Carol A Ways, summa cum laude
Tamar Lynn Weems, cum laude
David B Weitzel, cum laude
Matthew C Winter, summa cum laude
Nardos T Workneh, magna cum laude
Natalie E Anderson, magna cum laude
Kasey R Anderson, summa cum laude
Dmitri Andreyevich Andreev, cum laude
Annalies K Andresen, magna cum laude
Hayley A Aragon-Bell, summa cum laude
Martha Sabrina Archila, cum laude
Adam Quinton Avetter, cum laude
Emily Ayers, cum laude
Aila Namiri Bati, Azizul, summa cum laude
Corey Michael Babcock, magna cum laude
Teresa Delphine Baca, summa cum laude
Anthony E Baca, cum laude
Natalie R Baca, cum laude
Sara N Balchaser, summa cum laude
Kassia N Barber, cum laude
Lea Christine Burela Roach, cum laude
Jeffery Lynn Barkley, magna cum laude
Dillon Elizabeth Barnes, cum laude
Antonio Matthew Barreda, magna cum laude
Brenda Lee Bauer, summa cum laude
Jason Beaulieu, cumma cum laude
Martha A Becerra, cum laude
Raphael Lee Begay, cum laude
Gregory Owen Begay, cum laude
Tyler Begay, cum laude
Brendan P Behm, magna cum laude
Jessica Belmares Ortega, summa cum laude
Virginia Mixtli Benitez-Jones, magna cum laude
Brittany Rachael Bennett, summa cum laude
Christopher G Benson, cum laude
Tamika Michelle Bereznia, cum laude
Hippolyte A Bernard, cum laude
Tucker John Berry, summa cum laude
Taylor R Betzen, magna cum laude
Geoffrey C Bierly, cum laude
Josh G Bloom, cum laude
Zachary R Blossom, cum laude
Aaron Alonso Bolivar, summa cum laude
Edgar Borrego, cum laude
George Elie Boujouaude, cum laude
Zachary A Boven, cum laude
Samuel Houston Boyce, cum laude
Gisel A Breceda, cum laude
Shannon M Briggs, cum laude
Shayla Ann Brooks, magna cum laude
Justin R Brooks, cum laude
Samantha M Broussard, cum laude
Baylee E Brown, cum laude
Hans Christian Brummerstedt, cum laude
Xue Xia Bruto, cum laude
Emma Elizabeth Burns, cum laude
Azalia Janeth Caballero Ruiz, cum laude
Brittney Toon Caldwell, cum laude
Joyce Diane Calvert, cum laude
Shannon R Campbell, cum laude
Jasmine L Carpenter, magna cum laude
Emily Sutton Carrico, summa cum laude
Veronica K Carrion, cum laude
Melissa L Casaus, magna cum laude
Dawn Marie Catanach, cum laude
Alexandria Estella Cerna, cum laude
Jessy D Chacon, magna cum laude
Stetsy Marshall Chandler, summa cum laude
Nicolas A Chavez, cum laude
Timothy F Chavez, summa cum laude
Stephanie M Chavez, magna cum laude
Erin Nicole Chavez, cum laude
Devin S Chavez, cum laude
Sean E Cheek, cum laude
Anna Cherkasova, cum laude
Sherre K Chevalier, magna cum laude
Shamiso Olivia Chirenda, cum laude
Hira F Choudhry, cum laude
Kyle Hedley Christensen, summa cum laude
Linnea D Cisar, summa cum laude
John A Clark, cum laude
Chantel C Clark, summa cum laude
Alexandria Marie Clement, summa cum laude
John P Cobb, cum laude
Mikaela Cohen, magna cum laude
Adrianna Cole, cum laude
Daniel J Collier, cum laude
Robert B Collins, magna cum laude
Lexi K Conklin, summa cum laude
Jennifer Lynn Cookeley, magna cum laude
Candice D Cordova, cum laude
Elisha D Crawford, cum laude
Alexis Maria Corning Padilla, cum laude
Rebecca S Cox, summa cum laude
Gregory Thomas Danaher-Garrett, magna cum laude
William Ricardo Dauphinais, cum laude
Vanessa Davila, cum laude
Giuiana Marie Davis, cum laude
Angelica Renee De La Rosa, magna cum laude
Alison Lisa De La Concepcion, summa cum laude
Andres M Del Aguila, magna cum laude
Joshua J Demick, cum laude
Katrina M Derieg, cum laude
Michael Powers Desmond, summa cum laude
Juliet Ariana Happe Dillard, cum laude
Keely E Dobbs, summa cum laude
Alicia G Dominguez, cum laude
Audrey Jane Dominguez-Hawley, cum laude
Matthew R Dorsey, magna cum laude
Daniel Joseph Doughty, magna cum laude
Zachary Steven Eagle, cum laude
Jacqueline Norton Eckman, cum laude
Gabriella R Eldredge, cum laude
Scott Robert Elliott, magna cum laude
Kevin A Elrick, summa cum laude
Michala M Erickson, cum laude
Keanan W Eskeets, cum laude
Mario Javier Esperanza Perez, summa cum laude
Christian David Evans, summa cum laude
Andrea Exil, summa cum laude
Eric B Faull, cum laude
John Wilde Fennelly, summa cum laude
Julietta Ferrera, cum laude
Keegan R Fisher IV, cum laude
Christopher G Fleming, cum laude
Tsa Marie Logan Ford, summa cum laude
Valerie A Fresquez, cum laude
Michael Alfonso Gallegos, cum laude
Gabrielle Consuelo Gallegos, summa cum laude
Sidonia Alice Garcia, cum laude
Catherine Angelina Garcia, cum laude
Santana J Garcia, cum laude
Brendan V Garcia, magna cum laude
Cassidy A Gardner, cum laude
Casey A Garrison, summa cum laude
Joshua M Giese, cumma cum laude
Seth Gabriel Gillen, cum laude
Darcy Rae Gionton, cum laude
Samuel Goble, cum laude
Garrett C Goble, cum laude
Adam Jared Goldstein, cum laude
Elisa C Gonzales, magna cum laude
Triton T Gonzales, summa cum laude
Heidi Kristen Goodrich, cum laude
Nicole S Graham, summa cum laude
James D Graves, magna cum laude
Samantha Gregio, cum laude
Michael R Guarino, magna cum laude
Ana C Gutierrez, summa cum laude
Nathan T Hall, cum laude
Danette M Harris, summa cum laude
Kathryn M Harris, cumma cum laude
Rachel E Harvey, magna cum laude
Jessica Marie Harwood, cum laude
Isahbo Anne Hawley, summa cum laude
Jesse Allen Hendricks, summa cum laude
Naomi R Hernandez, magna cum laude
Benedict M Heilman, cum laude
Julia M Hofheinzer, cum laude
Rebecca L Hohsfeld, summa cum laude
Athena J Holland, magna cum laude
Maya Artiga Holt, cum laude
Aidan C Houlihan, cum laude
Pie Mcalister Hoyer, cum laude
Oscar Andres Huaman Jimenez, summa cum laude
Emily C Hudson, cum laude
Savannah V Huerta-Bailey, cum laude
Diana Phuong Huynh, summa cum laude
David W Hyatt, cum laude
Alexandria N Irion, cum laude
Zhan E Ives, summa cum laude
Cassandra Jaqua, cum laude
Manuel B Jaramillo, cum laude
Nicole M Jaramillo-Martinez, summa cum laude
Beau C Jarvies, magna cum laude
Joshua Ryan Johnson, summa cum laude
Makenna S Johnson, magna cum laude
Logan T Jones, summa cum laude
Rachael Esther Joyce, cum laude
Daniel P Juarez, cum laude
Nila Sok Judd, cumma cum laude
Stephen Jurgensen, summa cum laude
Marlowe R Justinus, magna cum laude
Brian R Kazhe-Dominguez, magna cum laude
Tristan J Kemm, cum laude
Levi Louis Kemper-Chavez, magna cum laude
Bryana Reese Kenne, cum laude
Ariana T Kiessling, magna cum laude
Josh Yves Killman, cum laude
Jessica M Kimball, cum laude
Kelly Johns Knupp, summa cum laude
Haley Ahna Kohn, cum laude
Myles Joseph Latz, magna cum laude
Corey Leigh Lambert, cum laude
Luke C Languit, cum laude
Paolo A Lanucara, magna cum laude
Lyle Sebastien Leonen, cum laude
Staci A Lewis, summa cum laude
Andrea M Lewis, magna cum laude
Michael Sean Limmer, summa cum laude
Sara Reyanne Lloyd, cum laude
Colin Alejandro Lopez, cum laude
Andrew M Lopez, summa cum laude
Monica R Lopez, cum laude
Marissa Rose Loya-Mora, magna cum laude
Jacqueline R Luchini, cum laude
Lorena Luevano, cum laude
Maria Cristina Mafia Maldonado, magna cum laude
Rebekah Ann Mahape, cum laude
Andrew A Maldonado, cum laude
Diego Fernando Manrique Suarez, cum laude
Andrea Ann Marshall, cum laude
Jonathan Allen Martin, cum laude
Emilia A Martinez, cum laude
Leroy Adrian Martinez, magna cum laude
Amanda Chrystal Martinez, cum laude
Maegan E Martinez, magna cum laude
Estevan J Martinez, magna cum laude
Elisa Janeth Martinez, magna cum laude
Esmeraldo L Martinez, cum laude
Jaylene Martinez, cum laude
Joyllynn Martinez, magna cum laude
Nathson M Mata, cum laude
Edward Ananda May, summa cum laude
Matthew James Mcchesney, magna cum laude
Veronica McComb, summa cum laude
Emma B McCabe, cum laude
Sean J McDaniel, cum laude
Taylor Kaytlin McKnight, magna cum laude
Paul Douglas McNaul, magna cum laude
Travis McWhorter, cum laude
Natalie R Medina, cum laude
Karissa Grace Melendez, cum laude
Alyn D Melloy, summa cum laude
Yesenia Mendez, cum laude
Xavier A Mendoza, cum laude
Larissa Anne Messier, magna cum laude
Cassandra J Mikolajczak, summa cum laude
Jared I Miller, cum laude
Alexandra Josephine Minnire, cum laude
Joseph A Mitchell, cum laude
Morvarid M Monsef, cum laude
Kristina M Montano, magna cum laude
Analia Danielle Montoya, cum laude
Jacob P Montoya, magna cum laude
Ben Montoya, magna cum laude
Maurine Cheyenne Morris, magna cum laude
Phillip D Moya, cum laude
Teawnn J Moya, summa cum laude
Arthur Soriano Napolitano, summa cum laude
Jennifer K Nauer, summa cum laude
Lydia Kokesh Nave, magna cum laude
Robert G Need, cum laude
Rachel R Nelson-Schille, magna cum laude
Andrew Tuan Nguyen, cum laude
Morgan P O’Roark, cum laude
Miriam A Ochoa, magna cum laude
Jill D Okun, summa cum laude
Katherine M Ortiz, summa cum laude
Kelli N Ortiz, cum laude
Colleen Anne Pacheco, cum laude
August James Packard, cum laude
Monique Jacinta Pargas, summa cum laude
Francisco Sanchez Parra, cum laude
Andrew Stuart Pascoe, cum laude
Michele E Paté, cum laude
Christine Alexies Patey, cum laude
Nishant T Patel, cum laude
Fotios Ignatiou Patsalis, cum laude
Liney N Patterson, cumma cum laude
Elliott A Pelfrey, magna cum laude
Oscar R Perez, cum laude
Maranda Rae Perez, summa cum laude
Hannah Perry, magna cum laude
Micaela E Peterson, cum laude
Daniel Marc Peterson, magna cum laude
Lauren B Platero, cum laude
Amanda Corinne Platzbecker, cum laude
Megan Jane Plouff, summa cum laude
Abigail Turner Preston, summa cum laude
Alexis E Prue, cum laude
Jordan Riley Quinnan, cum laude
Lauren A Quintana, magna cum laude
Alyssa M Quintana, magna cum laude
Frederic Quintana, magna cum laude
Nicole Peaches Rangel, cum laude
Amber D Rateau, summa cum laude
Daniel Benjamin Reass, cum laude
Alexander G Reed, cum laude
Audra Marie Rees, cum laude
Rockelle Rex, magna cum laude
Ariana L Reyes, cum laude
Sandra Ivett Reyes Saehb, cum laude
Coryn M Richey, summa cum laude
Pearl Rios, cum laude
Mikael Tyree Robinson, summa cum laude
Amanda Nicole Rodela, cum laude
Jose Angel Rodriguez, summa cum laude
Felicia Rodriguez, cum laude
Sean T Rogers, cum laude
Keanna N Romero, magna cum laude
Heather Glenn Rooke, cum laude
Rachel M Rose, summa cum laude
Barbara Rose, cum laude
Angelique Kayleen Roybal, cum laude
Sydney N Rubin, cum laude
Karen Michelle RueLas, summa cum laude
Kristin R Russell, cum laude
Rebecca Dawn Rutherford, summa cum laude
Chloe Elise Ryan, summa cum laude
Jihyeeon Ryu, cum laude
Joseph G Saiz, cum laude
Tyler Ronal Samp, cum laude
Christian San Roman, magna cum laude
Lily M Sandberg, cum laude
Erin Nicole Sandoval, magna cum laude
Brandy N Sarver, summa cum laude
Ashton K Schoeppeper, magna cum laude
Riley M Sebastian, summa cum laude
Vanessa M Sena, cum laude
Marcos R Serna, summa cum laude
Eva Sever Rus, magna cum laude
Anna K Sharma, cum laude
Angela Chia-An Shen, magna cum laude
Patricia A Silva, cum laude
Floyd David Silva, cum laude
Hannah L Simmons, cum laude
Daljit Singh, summa cum laude
Jeffrey S Slopek, cum laude
Tara Elise Slovian, summa cum laude
Brianna M Small, summa cum laude
Joshua C Smith, magna cum laude
Destiny L Smith, magna cum laude
Liam Andrew Sotelo, cum laude
Brissa E Sotelo, cum laude
Melissa Sotelo, cum laude
Stacy Marie Souza, summa cum laude
Sarah M Spain, magna cum laude
Orion Staples, magna cum laude
Edwin Clair Steimling, summacum laude
Daniel Jonathan Stein, magna cum laude
Jade Keahi Stokes, summa cum laude
Matthew Thomas Stratton, summa cum laude
Rianna Jenay Suarez, cum laude
Rachel Swanteson-Franz, summa cum laude
Lauren G Tagliaferro Epler, cumsumma cum laude
Serafina Elvira Quintero

Phi Kappa Phi

Phi Kappa Phi, founded in 1897, is a national honorary society which recognizes outstanding scholarship in all academic disciplines. The University of New Mexico chapter was founded in 1916 and membership is awarded only to students with the highest scholastic standing.

Anna Allison
Kathryn Bode
Alison Lisa De la Concepcion
Victoria Lynn Garcia
Simone-Felice Guambana

Zhané Elaine Ives
Nora Nevea
Roberto Tomas Ollivier
Monique J. Pargas

James E. Rader
Ana Cristina Russell
Lauren Chelsea Salas
Marcos Ray Serna

Regents’ Scholars

In 1989, the UNM Board of Regents established the University of New Mexico Regents’ Scholars Scholarship Program which provides tuition and fees, room and board, and books to fifteen freshman students selected from among the following groups: National Merit Finalists/National Achievement/National Hispanic; valedictorians; ACT composite score of 31 or higher (or SAT equivalents); students with the strongest college preparatory course work, including advanced, enriched and advanced placement courses; and a minimum sixth semester grade point average of 3.9 or higher. The award is renewable for three years if the student meets specific renewal criteria each year.

Emily Carrico
Nicole Graham
Paolo Lanuca
Ronald E. McNair Scholars and Research Opportunity Scholars

The McNair Scholars Program and the Research Opportunity Program prepare promising first-generation and low income and/or underrepresented students for graduate school with the eventual goal of earning a doctorate. The McNair Program is federally funded and ROP is state funded, with all scholars participating in the same two-year, academically rigorous preparation including the completion of a faculty-mentored research project. Scholars from McNair/ROP programs have earned graduate degrees in more than 80 universities nationwide and that number continues to grow each year.

Eric DeLorme
Julietta Ferrera
Jaylene Martinez
Elisa Gonzales
Jennifer Jones
Eddie Molina

Military Members and Veterans

Heather L. Abeyta
Tramario D. Adams
Aubrey E. Alexander
Jesus F. Andrade
Gary T. Archuleta
Lehman R. Barr
Mark A. Betsoi
Victoria L. Black
Madison R. Block
Robert E. Boehm
Lee Anna M. Bonnell
Emili N. Brown
Victoria R. Bryers
Joshua M. Calder
Joseph L. Candelaria
Luke H. Chavez
Marcus Chavez
Joshua M. Chiuwiwi
Mia Clark
Ian C. Collins
Sara N. Cooper
Anthony P. Cordova
Julie C. Culkin
Gregory T. Danaher-Garrett
Jeremy T. De Armond
Alison L. De la Concepcion
David A. Dobbs
Keely E. Dobbs
Jessica C. Doyle
Jacob D. Duran
Tatianna P. Duran
Erika D. Durham
Jacqueline N. Eckman
James G. Florez
Diego J. Gabaldon
Katrina M. Gearlds
Cameron C. Gillen
Seth G. Gillen
James D. Graves
Aaron M. Griego
Antoine L'Griffin
Zachary J. Gruberman
Anthony B. Harry
Keira E. Haskins
Danielle H. Hawkes
Christina M. Higbee
Roman C. Hoogerhuis
Pierce M. Hoyer
Daniel A. Jaramillo
Joshua A. Jaramillo
Joshua R. Johnson
Tiara Rose P. Johnson
Rachael E. Joyce
Matthew J. Larreategui
Elizabeth D. Laydon
Arturo Lemos
Michael A. Levison
Michael S. Limmer
Sheena L. Livingston
Callen J. Lovett
John Lucero
Manuel Lucero
Arthur L. Lujan
Jennifer M. Macgregor
Bebe Makena
Joan Marquez
Mallory F. Martinez
Bryant H. Mascarenas
Ashley V. Masters
Kenneth W. Maxwell
Byron J. McCray
Veronica J. McDermott
Rodd G. McKenzie
Lorena R. McKinley
Rossio Mendoza Guzman
Jared I. Miller
Jannette Mondragon
Gayla N. Montoya-Manzo
Gabriel J. Munoz
Thomas D. Navarrette
Nathan N. Nez
Ricky R. Nobles
Alex W. Nocella
LaRae Y. Noel
Ariana Olivares Moorman
Nathan E. Page
Andrew S. Pascoe
Shelby D. Paul
Krista S. Pieper
Lexus Quesada
Travis J. Raphaelito
Jason E. Reddick
Melanie J. Rodriguez
Sean T. Rogers
Amanda K. Romero
Meranda A. Romero
Tomas T. Romero
Roger T. Roybal
Emma M. Sanchez
Juan Sanchez
Julia A. Sanchez
Kate M. Shelton
David A. Shubsdra
Cody D. Sinclair
Lisa M. Smith
Jamerson K. Tenorio
Lyle I. Thomas
Monty T. Thompson
Kylie A. Ulubari
Kevin A. Valdez
Taniesha D. Vanover
Kevin M. Vasquez
Erika V. Velasco
Chelsey L. Venaglia
Amy R. Vialpando
Derek L. Wheat
Charles T. Wood
Rachel L. Youngblood

Scholastic Achievement Honors

Scholastic Achievement Honors are awarded to those fall 2017 Bachelor's degree candidates achieving the following grade point averages as of July 2017 as verified by the Office of the Registrar, and is subject to change upon completion of final requirements for the degree. Sixty hours of course work must be completed at the University of New Mexico for candidates to be eligible for Scholastic Achievement Honors.

Summer 2017
Jeffrey T. Baker, cum laude
Alexis Barnier, magna cum laude
Gabriel E. Cama, magna cum laude
Andres L. Gonzales, cum laude
Justin D. Griego, cum laude
Stephani L. McCoy, cum laude
Cesar A. Miranda, cum laude
Tre P. Patterson, cum laude
Keegan R. Fisher Ives, cum laude
Santana J. Garcia, cum laude
Brendan V. Garcia, summa cum laude
Cassidy A. Gardner, cum laude
Casey A. Garrison, summa cum laude
Samuel P. Gleadley, cum laude
Garrett C. Goble, cum laude
Diana P. Huynh, summa cum laude
David W. Hyatt, cum laude
Nicole M. Jaramillo-Martinez, summa cum laude
Beau C. Jarvis, magna cum laude
Ariana T. Kiessling, magna cum laude
Josh Y. Killman, cum laude
Corey L. Lambert, cum laude
Sara R. Lloyd, cum laude
Colin A. Lopez, cum laude
Maria C. Maldonado, magna cum laude
Rebekah A. Mahape, cum laude
Esmeralda L. Martinez, cum laude
Joylynn Martinez, magna cum laude
Maegan E. Martinez, magna cum laude
Alyn D. Melloy, summa cum laude
Yesenia Mendez, cum laude

Fall 2017
Adam Q. Averett, cum laude
Kassia N. Barber, cum laude
Martha A. Becerra, cum laude
Gisela A. Breceda, cum laude
Baylee E. Brown, cum laude
Melissa L. Casaus, magna cum laude
Stephanie M. Chavez, magna cum laude
Anna Cherkasova, cum laude
Linnea D. Cisar, summa cum laude
John P. Cobb, cum laude
Lexi K. Conklin, summa cum laude
Vanessa Davila, cum laude

37
UNM Mellon Fellows

In 2008, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the University of New Mexico entered into a partnership to create and fund a fellowship program with the goal of “Building Future Leadership for the Advancement of Native American and Latino Humanistic Social Science” to increase faculty diversity in higher education in the U.S. The “UNM-Mellon Doctoral Fellowship” provides awardees with various forms of financial support so they may focus on and dedicate full-time to completion of their dissertations during the period of the award.

Candidates for Degree, Fall 2017
Nicholas Estes
Emmanuel Ortega
Marcos R. Serna, summa cum laude
Daljit Singh, summa cum laude
Destiny L. Smith, magna cum laude
Daniel J. Stein, magna cum laude
Khanh M. Tran, summa cum laude
Delaney G. Tucker, magna cum laude
Cindy P. Valenzuela, cum laude
Elise Trott
Jackelyn Van Buren

UNM Presidential Scholarship

For the past thirty years, Presidential Scholarships have been awarded to graduates of New Mexico high schools who come directly to the University of New Mexico to commence undergraduate education. Presidential Scholarships are funded by contributions of individuals, corporations, alumni, faculty, staff, and the University’s Hugh Woodward Trust Fund. The Scholars receive their award for four consecutive years if academic standards and full-time progress toward a degree are maintained. The University is pleased that the Presidential Scholarship Program has attracted some of New Mexico’s finest students to the campus.

Shayla Brooks
Diana Huynh
Maurine Morris
Floyd Silva
Emma Vaitkus
Nathan Wemple

UNM Scholars

The UNM Scholars Scholarships are awarded to high school graduates who are among the best students in New Mexico. UNM Scholars Scholarships are funded by a combination of Legislative Lottery Scholarship and private funds, donated by individuals and businesses as well as a contribution from the University’s Hugh B. and Helen K. Woodward Trust Fund. The Scholars receive their award for four consecutive years if academic standards and full-time progress toward a degree are maintained.

Baylee Brown
Sherre Chevalier
Santana Garcia
Isahbo Hawley
Daniel Peterson
Riley Sebastian
Destiny Smith
Kellie Whitehouse
Hailey Zock

Woodward Scholarship

The Woodward Scholarship program promotes and supports high academic achievement as demonstrated by the rigorous qualifying requirements. It provides an opportunity for high performing students to compete for scholarships which acknowledge academic strength and commitment. The program is named in honor of Hugh B. and Helen K. Woodward.

Marissa Loya-Mora
Cassandra Mikolajczak
Lauren Tagliaferro Eppler